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Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State 

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.



A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar.  We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program.  Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and eff orts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.  
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success 
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned.  All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will 
be benefi cial as well as enjoyable   We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.  

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.  
Should you have a diff erent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.  

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely, 
Your ICLE Staff 

Jeff rey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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AGENDA

PRESIDING: Eric James Hertz, Program Chair; Eric J. Hertz PC, Atlanta

 7:45 REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST (All attendees must check in
  upon arrival. A removable jacket or sweater is recommended.)

 8:30 WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
  Eric James Hertz

 8:40 HERNIATED DISC DAMAGES
  Jeffrey S. Jonap, Jonap & Associates PC, Atlanta

 9:20 PAIN AND SUFFERING: ARGUMENTS THAT WORK
  Eric James Hertz

 10:00 BREAK

 10:15 ETHICS IN LITIGATION
  Harry D. Revell, Nicholson Revell LLP, Augusta

 11:15 PUNITIVE DAMAGES
  Mark D. Link, Link & Smith, P.C., Tucker

 11:45 LUNCH (Included in registration fee.)

 12:15 NURSING HOME DAMAGES 
  Camille Godwin, Eric J. Hertz PC, Atlanta

 1:05 DAMAGES IN WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CASES
  Tracee R. Benzo, Benzo Law LLC, Atlanta

 1:45 PROVING DAMAGES IN SOFT TISSUE CASES
  Lamonte E. Scott, Lamonte E. Scott PC, Snellville

 2:15 BREAK

 2:30 SUCCESSFULLY PRESENTING YOUR CASE IN MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION
  Joseph M. “Joe” Murphey, Miles Mediation & Arbitration Services LLC, Atlanta

 3:20 TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY DAMAGES
  Timothy J. “Tim” Santelli, Law Offices of Timothy J. Santelli PC, Atlanta

 4:00 ADJOURN
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HERNIATED DISCS 

WHAT IS A HERNIATED DISC? 

In a healthy spine, discs act like the body’s natural shock absorbers. These thick, spongy 

pads separate vertebrae and give the neck and back the flexibility they require for regular 

movement. Each disc features a tough outer shell (annulus fibrosis) and gel-like inner material 

(nucleus pulposus). 

A herniated disc refers to a disc that develops a tear in the tough outer layer, which leads 

to the inner disc fluid seeping into the spinal canal and possibly impacting a nerve root, which 

causes pain and discomfort. 
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HERNIATED DISC V BULGING DISC 

The terms “herniated disc” and “bulging disc” sometimes are used interchangeably, but 

there are differences between the two conditions. Before those differences are explained, it might 

be helpful to understand their similarities. 

A bulging disc is “contained.” This means no tear or rupture is present within the outer 

layer of the disc. A small “bubble” protrudes into the spinal canal. No portion of the nucleus 

pulposus has leaked out of the disc. 

A herniated disc is “non-contained,” which means a tear or rupture is present. A portion 

of the gel-like nucleus pulposus has leaked into the spinal canal.  

A herniated disc might have begun as a bulging disc, but created so much pressure on the 

outer wall of the disc that a rupture occurred 

CAUSES 

The most common way for a herniated disc to develop is the aging process. As we grow 

older, years of wear take a toll and the disc naturally begins to deteriorate, which can cause the 

tears in the outer disc wall to form. This is a result of: 

• The burden of supporting the majority of the body’s weight 

• The strain of constant bending, lifting, twisting and other movements 

• The normal dehydration of the nucleus pulposus which causes the disc walls to harden, 

making them more prone to herniating  

• The natural weakening of the disc walls 
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While aging is the most common cause of herniated discs, there are some risk factors that 

can contribute or directly lead to the deterioration of discs and disc bulges/herniation, including: 

• Body weight — Excess body weight puts extra force against the spine, making it harder 

for your neck and back to support you. 

• Smoking —Smoking cigarettes or using other forms of tobacco releases nicotine and 

additional toxins into the body, which can keep intervertebral discs from getting the 

proper oxygen and nutrients they need to remain strong, flexible, and healthy. This can 

result in a degenerative process that occurs faster than normal, which may mean that a 

herniated disc will develop sooner.  

• Alcohol — Alcoholic beverages can act as muscle relaxers, which means that the spine 

may not be properly supported until the effects of alcohol wear off. Unnatural pressure to 

the spine can weaken your discs. 

• Physical activity — Everyday activities that require constant lifting, twisting, or bending 

can add extra stress to the spine. High-impact sports are also a risk factor for weakening 

the components of your spine. 

• Poor posture 

• Traumatic injuries 

• Poor lumbar support at the office 

Regardless of the cause, herniated discs develop because of pressure. Because the spine 

helps to keep the torso and head upright, an enormous amount of stress is placed on the discs. 

Factors like poor posture and being overweight add to the pressure, while aging makes them less 

able to absorb this pressure. These forces cause degenerative disc conditions like herniation to 
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occur gradually, except in cases of traumatic injury. Here are the typical stages for a 

degenerative herniated disc: 

• Degeneration — the disc loses water and protein content and begins to lose elasticity over 

time 

• Prolapse — a portion of the gel-like substance at the center of the disc presses outward and 

causes a protrusion to appear along the tough, fibrous outer layer 

• Extrusion — uneven pressure can cause cracks or tears to develop, causing disc matter to be 

pushed into the spinal canal 

• Sequestration — herniated disc material can completely separate from the body of the disc 

and disrupt spinal nerves 

Often, a herniated disc will produce no symptoms at all. Frequently, a disc herniation will 

“heal” on its own through a process known as resorption--this is your body’s natural healing 

process for a herniated disc that occurs when your body gradually reabsorbs portions of the 

nucleus material that has leaked. The patient will remain oblivious to the presence of extruded 

disc material in his or her spinal canal. However, if the gel-like nucleus material seeping through 

a tear in the fibrous outer wall makes contact with an adjacent nerve root or the spinal cord, a 

herniated disc can become a very painful and debilitating condition that requires medical 

attention. 

SYMPTOMS OF A HERNIATED DISC 

The symptoms experienced from a herniated disc depends largely on your medical 

history and the location and severity of the damaged disc. An individual with a herniated disc in 

the neck, for example, may experience symptoms throughout the upper body, while a herniated 
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disc in the lower back can lead to discomfort throughout the lower body. Generally speaking, the 

most common symptoms that a herniated disc causes include: 

• Local pain 

• Numbness and tingling 

• Muscle weakness 

• A feeling of heat or pins and needles 

• Stiffness or soreness 

• Diminished reflexes 

But, Again, most patients with herniated discs experience no symptoms at all. While the 

crack in the annulus fibrosis can cause localized pain and inflammation, severe symptoms 

typically occur when the nucleus pulposus enters the spinal canal and compresses a spinal nerve. 

When this occurs, you can get the symptoms of pain, numbness, tingling and muscle weakness 

that radiates into the limbs. 

HERNIATED DISC LOCATION 

The symptoms of a herniated disc may stay local to the site of the pinched nerve or spinal 

cord, or they may travel the length of the nerve pathway into other areas of the body. The 

location in which the pain travels is dependent on the location of the herniated disc and pinched 

nerve. 

For example, a herniated disc in the lower back will affect a different area of the spine 

than a herniated disc in the neck. Below are the areas of the body affected by different locations 

of a herniated disc and pinched nerve: 
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- Cervical (neck) herniated disc — symptoms can travel to the shoulders, arms, hands, 

head and sometimes the jaw 

- Thoracic (middle back) herniated disc — symptoms can appear in the rib cage, 

shoulders, chest and upper abdomen 

- Lumbar (lower back) herniated disc — symptoms can develop in the buttocks, legs, 

hips and feet 

DIAGNOSIS 

The diagnosis of a herniated disc begins with a question and answer session from your 

doctor, so they have a better understanding of your symptoms.  These answers could provide the 

information your physician needs to diagnose you with a herniated disc. These questions may 

include: 

• Can you describe your symptoms? 

• On a scale of 1 to 10, how severe is your pain? 

• Where are you experiencing your symptoms? 

• Did a car accident, athletic injury or other trauma precede these symptoms? 

• Have any members of your family been diagnosed with a degenerative spine condition? 

• Do you use tobacco products or abuse alcohol? 

• Do you have a sedentary lifestyle? 

• Do you or have you ever played high-impact sports? 

• Do you have a job that requires lifting heavy weights or frequent bending or twisting? 

If the doctor diagnoses you with a herniated disc, the normal course of treatment is that 

you are usually first prescribed pain medications and an anti-inflammatory or a steroid to reduce 
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the inflammation.  Before prescribing the patient with medication, a doctor will sometimes send a 

patient to physical therapy to allow the injury to heal naturally. The purpose of a chiropractor or 

physical therapist is to realign the spine to normal curvature so that the muscles and ligaments are 

back in the correct position. This process will cause the inflammation to decrease in the muscles 

and ligaments.   

 If the treatment and medication are not effective on the patient, or if the patient develops 

new symptoms, then the doctor will order an MRI or CT scan.  

HOW AN MRI WORKS 

A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan is a common procedure used by hospitals 

around the world. MRI uses a strong magnetic field and radio waves to create detailed images of 

the organs and tissues within the body. 

In the past, all MRI machines were identical. However, today there are four different 

types of MRI scanners available to patients: Traditional closed-bore, wide-bore, open, and open 

upright (or standing/sitting). 

1) Traditional closed-bore MRI 

• A closed MRI machine is basically a large tube that a patient lays in.  

• It has a bore diameter of 23.5 inches. The small tube can cause people with 

claustrophobia to panic. The MRI machine requires the patient to lie very still; A single 

quick movement can ruin the test. The small opening size of some closed MRI machines 

means that overweight patients simply cannot be scanned. 

• A closed MRI is most always preferred as it has the highest level of image quality due to 

having the strongest tesla (magnetic) strength.  
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• For a closed MRI for the purposes of diagnosing a herniated disc, the procedure usually 

takes about 20-30 minutes.  

2) Wide-bore MRI 

• A wide-bore MRI is similar to a traditional closed bore, but it has a larger bore diameter 

of 27.5 inches. While these machines don’t create a wider field of view, they do create a 

more comfortable atmosphere for the patient. The wider bore makes this a good option 

for claustrophobic, obese or broad-shouldered patients. 

• A Wide-bore MRI has virtually the same image quality of a traditional closed MRI. 

3) Open MRI 

• Open MRI machines have top and bottom magnetic areas and do not enclose a patient. 

The space between the two sides and increased air-flow often alleviates any 

claustrophobia. 

• Most Open MRIs are low-field scanners.  As a result, images tend to be of poorer quality 

and the scans tend to take longer. There true advantage is that they offer an alternative to 

those who might otherwise not be able to have an MRI scan, such as with extremely 

claustrophobic or obese patients. 

4) Open Upright 

Open Upright Machines allow a patient to sit or stand while having the exam done. While these 

machines help with patient comfort, they currently don’t provide the high levels of image quality 

that the closed or even some open scans 
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HOW A CT SCAN WORKS 

• A computerized tomography (CT) scan combines a series of X-ray images taken from 

different angles and uses computer processing to create cross-sectional images, or slices, 

of the bones, blood vessels and soft tissues inside the body. It may be performed 

particularly when another type of examination, is inconclusive.  

• CT of the spine may also be used to evaluate the effects of treatment of the spine, such as 

surgery or other therapy. 

CT scans may be done with or without contrast  

• Contrast refers to a substance taken by mouth or injected into an intravenous (IV) line 

that causes the tissue under study to be seen more clearly.  

• The contrast media improves the radiologist's ability to view the images of the spine. 

• The most common contrast agents used with CT imaging are barium-based and iodine-

based. The specific agent and route of administration are based on clinical indications and 

patient factors. 

Risk of using contrast media 

• Using contrast agents may cause problems for some patients.  

• Nursing mothers should wait 24 hours after contrast material is injected before resuming 

breastfeeding.  

• Patients who are allergic to or sensitive to medications may run the risk of having an 

allergic reaction to contrast media.  

• Patients with kidney failure or other kidney problems may also be at risk.  
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• Also, patients taking the diabetes medication metformin (Glucophage) may run the risk 

of developing a rare condition called metabolic acidosis, which occurs when the body 

produces excessive quantities of acid or when the kidneys are not removing enough acid 

from the body.       

 

Whether it be an MRI or CT scan, the purposes are the same--to pinpoint which discs are 

causing the problems and to see how far along the herniation is.   

Again, Usually the MRI is taken after the doctor has diagnosed you with a herniation and 

is used just to confirm the diagnosis.  A doctor usually diagnoses a herniated disc by sciatica in 

legs or radiculopathy in the arms.  

So, moving up the treatment ladder here.  You were in an auto wreck.  Went to the ER, x-

rays were performed, showed no fractures and you had no emergency symptoms that we 

discussed so an MRI or CT wasn’t performed at that time.  They sent you home.  Your pain did 

not go away and you saw a doctor.  He prescribed medication and PT.  The pain still did not go 

away.  Over the course of weeks or months you developed sciatica or radiculopathy.  The doctor 

ordered and MRI.  The MRI confirmed you have a herniated disc.  What next?  The doctor might 

prescribe more PT or a different form of PT such as Aqua Therapy  

But more often than not the next step would be getting injections in your spine.  You 

doctor could order Facet Injections, Epidural Steroid Injections or in some circumstances maybe 

even a Medial Branch Block.  For the purposes of today I am only going to discuss Epidural 

Steroid Injections as that is by far the most common of those 3 procedures that a doctor will 

order for a herniated disc. 
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Epidural steroid injections, or ESIs, are a minimally invasive treatment that has been used 

for decades to temporarily relieve low back and leg pain (sciatica). They have been shown to be 

effective for pain in the neck (cervical) and mid-spine (thoracic) as well. While they do not treat 

serious underlying spinal conditions, ESIs are often effective in relieving the chronic pain these 

conditions often cause. 

Comprised of cortisone and a local anesthetic or saline solution, ESIs work by reducing 

inflammation and flushing out particles that cause swelling and pain. Medication is delivered 

directly to the source of the pain rather than dispersing it throughout the body, as oral painkillers 

and steroids do. They are injected into the epidural space, the area between the dura (a membrane 

covering the brain and spinal cord) and the actual cord itself. Intralaminar ESIs require inserting 

the needle between the lamina, a small section of bone that covers the spinal cord, of two 

vertebrae. The medication enters the epidural space in the midline and from there is able to reach 

the nerve roots on either side of the spine. 

STATISTICS ON HERNIATED DISCS 

It is estimated that 1 to 2% of all people will have back pain caused by a herniated disc at 

some point in their lives. Herniated discs are more common in people over the age of 30, and 

twice as common in men as in women. 

It is estimated that only 3% of people who have a herniated disc have any symptoms at 

all.  

In fact, there was a study done, in which they took 100 random middle-aged people who 

were experiencing no pain or other symptoms in their back and they gave them an MRI.  In 
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about 20 out of 100 of these people, the core of the disk had already broken through several 

layers of its casing or had even entered the surrounding tissue, thus they had a herniation.  In all 

cases, they occurred without causing any noticeable symptoms in a single one of those people.  

They didn’t notice their symptoms, and most of them probably never would have known. The 

problem would have resolved itself before they ever saw a single symptom. 

Pain and restricted movement caused by a slipped disk usually subside in less than six 

weeks on their own in 90 out of 100 people with this problem. It is believed that over time the 

body gets rid of part of the bulging or prolapsed tissue or that it shifts position so that 

the nerves are not irritated anymore. 

If symptoms last longer than six weeks, it is less and less likely that it will go away on its 

own or that non-surgical treatment will be any help 

DID THE TRAUMA CAUSE THE HERNIATION/BULGE? 

This question is not as simple as it seems. It is very difficult for doctors to access whether 

a herniation or bulge is caused by trauma. To answer this question, many doctors look at the 

following characteristics of the patient. 

• Patients Age- After a patient enters their forties, the chance that he or she already has a 

disc herniation is high. In fact, medical evidence shows that nearly 50% of the population 

of 40-50 year old’s have a herniated disc. Most of these people are asymptomatic.  The 

younger the person is, the more likely the herniation was a result of a traumatic event.   

• Onset of pain- The time in which the pain starts to affect the patient can be important in 

determining whether the herniation or bulge was caused by the accident. If a patient starts 

to have pain within a short time of the accident, then there is a higher chance that their 
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herniation was caused by the accident. While a patient can start to notice a herniation 

some time after the accident, it is more convincing that the herniation was caused by 

trauma if the pain is immediate.  If the pain stated weeks or months later, many doctors 

would not relate the disc injury to the accident.  

• Past Medical History – The past medical history of your client is critical. Did they ever 

have back pain before?  If they did then the question becomes was the herniation already 

there?  If they have had prior back pain before it is important to know when their pain 

was, whether it was the same or similar type pain to what they experience after the 

accident, how long it lasted and what treatment they received for it.  If their previous pain 

was many years ago and had resolved itself, it is more likely that it was not a herniated 

disc but rather an isolated sprain or strain.  Obviously, if they have had prior MRI or CT 

scans done, you would need to obtain those to determine whether the herniation was 

already there.  If it can be an is definitively determined that your client had a herniated 

disc, all is not necessarily lost.  The question then becomes, what was their condition like 

just prior to the accident.  If they say, and the medical records substantiate, that while 

they had a prior herniated disc, they were pain free and had not been treated for it for 

years prior to the accident then you can argue an aggravation of a pre-existing condition 

which is collectable under GA law. While this might make the value of your case less 

than if your client never had any pre-existing conditions, it still is a viable case that 

should be pursued.  On the flip side, if your client had a previous herniated disc that they 

were still being treated for at the time of the accident, then you have a bigger problem.  

The length of time since they were last treated for their pain is, in my opinion, the most 

important factor in arguing exasperation of a pre-existing condition.   
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• Past Medical Records – In everyone of my herniated disc cases, and most other cases as 

well, I make sure to obtain all of my clients medical records prior to the accident. Over 

time people tend to forget prior injuries or pain they have had.  In some cases, they will 

outright lie about it.  That is why it is important to obtain your clients past medical 

records to substantiate their prior medical history.  I always start with the records from 

their primary care physician and any orthopedic doctor they may have seen in the past.  If 

there are no prior complaints that are the same or similar to their complaints after the 

accident, then your case is obviously more solid that their injuries are a direct result of 

the accident and were not pre-existing.   

• MRI Findings – While the actual MRI findings, along with the other factors discussed 

herein, can indicate that the herniation was a the result of the accident, the MRI findings 

alone can never definitively show that the herniation was a direct result of trauma.  

However, there are certain findings in the MRI that can show that the herniation was not 

likely to an acute injury.  For example, finding that a disc bulge is secondary to 

dehydration is usually indicative that the injury was not trauma based.  Evidence of 

osteophytes, which are bone spurs associated with degeneration of the spine, are also not 

usually related to trauma.  If osteophytes are not found and/or the disc injury is not 

secondary to dehydration, you can not necessarily conclude that the disc injury is due to 

trauma. 

• Force of the Accident- There is a common assumption that a low force accident will 

never cause or worsen a disc herniation. This is not entirely true as doctors have noticed 

that some of their patients are fragile and prone to injury from even low impact accidents.  
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However, most juror will have a hard time believing that an accident resulting in little 

damage to your clients vehicle resulted in a sever herniated disc.    

• Is Your Client Believable – The credibility and truthfulness of your client is crucial.  If 

your client claims that their pain is intolerable and they can not perform normal everyday 

tasks without significant pain and discomfort, yet they are posting pictures on Instagram 

or Facebook of them bike riding or entering a tough man competition, then your client 

loses all credibility and your entire case can be sunk, regardless of what the medical 

records and/or radiological tests show.   

PRACTICE POINTERS 

• Send the adjuster the actual MRI/CT scans- Whenever you receive a herniated disc case, 

you should always obtain the MRIs and the CT scans as soon as you can. This is 

important because they can tell you how good your case is, and they can provide you a 

synopsis of your strengths and weaknesses. Note well that you should always send the 

adjuster the actual MRI/CT Scans even if they do help your case.  

• Familiarize yourself with past verdict and settlement amounts in similar cases and 

include those in your demand- Before you start your demand you should always 

familiarize yourself with previous settlement and verdict amounts. It is beneficial to do 

this because the prior settlements and verdicts can provide you with a guideline for how 

much you want to ask for in your demand. Furthermore, if you add these amounts into 

your demand, then it will show that herniated disc cases have been successful in the past. 

As you know, history is the best predictor of the future. 

•  Get a medical narrative from the treating physician- It is always important to obtain 

a medical narrative from the treating physician. This narrative will provide evidence of 
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pain and injury and an expert opinion is very beneficial to your case. Clients injuries, 

course of treatment, future treatment, cost of future and past meds, likelihood of recovery 

should be included in the narrative as those aspects help calculate the cost of the injury. 

DAMAGES SOUGHT IN HERNIATED DISC CASES 

The damages in a Herniated disc case are determined by the following factors: 

• Medical treatment- This factor entails the reimbursement of medical bills. It also covers 

the future medical bills 

• Property loss- This factor involves the car or any item that was damaged in the accident. 

The plaintiff will be reimbursed to either repair the car or receive a full market value for 

it. 

• Income loss- This factor involves the loss wages that occurred as a result of the accident 

and injury. The disc may have inhibited the plaintiff’s ability to work, causing 

termination or leave. In addition to past lost wages, the plaintiff is entitled to future loss 

wages as well. Future loss wages involve the idea of “loss of earning capacity”. 

• Pain and suffering- The aspect of damages pertains to the pain and suffering that the 

plaintiff experienced from the disc herniation. The plaintiff is entitled to compensation 

for this pain and suffering. 

• Loss of enjoyment- Loss of enjoyment of life is the idea that because of the disc 

herniation, activities that the plaintiff enjoyed, are now not available. If the plaintiff 

enjoyed doing an activity but now cannot do the activity because of the injury, he or she 

would be compensated. 
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• Emotional distress- Damages of emotional distress are sought if the plaintiff 

experienced negative psychological effects from the accident. 

• Loss of consortium- Loss of consortium is the idea that the herniation has caused the 

plaintiff to miss out on their love life and relationships.  

• Punitive damages- Punitive damages may be awarded only in such tort actions in which 

it is proven by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant's actions showed willful 

misconduct, malice, fraud, wantonness, oppression, or that entire want of care which 

would raise the presumption of conscious indifference to consequences. § 51-12-5.1.  

Punitive damages are intended to punish, penalize and deter the defendant’s actions.  In 

automobile accident cases, the most common scenarios in which punitive damages arise 

are when the at-fault party was 1) a drunk driver; or 2) a hit-and-run driver.   

DEFENSES TO HERNIATED DISC CASES 

a. Prior or subsequent injury  

• Herniated disc was already there and therefore it either had symptoms or 

was asymptomatic. If it was asymptomatic then you would say 

aggravation of a preexisting injury. It is was symptomatic, it’s a good 

defense.  

b. Proximate cause of whether or not the injury caused this/preexisting injury 

or chronic changes 

• Other causes of possible herniation – manual labor 

c. Low impact cannot cause a herniated disc 

d. Side impacts as compared to acceleration/deceleration injuries 

e. Overweight including prior pregnancies  
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f. Osteophytes 

g. Spondylosis – which is a general term for age-related wear and tear of the 

spinal disks. So if they have been diagnosed with that in the past that would 

support an argument that it was a pre-existing condition 

h. When u have MRI the shade (grayer more dehydrated), the height of disc 

(shrink quicker if damages)- a good radiologist can sort of time stamp it as 

to how long it’s been there 

i. Doctor records or hospital records in past showing complaints of pain, 

radiculopathy or sciatica  

j. Other possible causes of herniation before and after 

k. Expert opinion as to whether a low impact and angel of impact (whether 

deceleration acceleration injury) can cause herniated disc.  

l.  

DEFINITIONS 

Spine – The backbone or vertebral column, composed of vertebrae separated by intervertebral 

disks and bound together by ligaments. 

Vertebrae – One of the bony segments of the spinal column. There are 33: 7 cervical (neck), 12 

thoracic, 5 lumbar (back), 5 sacral and 4 coccygeal. Each consists of a body, or centrum. An arch 

of bone, the neural arch, arises from the body to enclose a cavity, the vertebral canal, through 

which the spinal cord passes. 

Lumbar Vertebrae – The five vertebrae in the lower part of the back, located between the 

thoracic vertebrae and the sacrum. They are the largest of the vertebrae and are referred to as L-

1, L-2, L-3, L-4 and L-5. 
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Ligament – A cord, band or sheet of fibrous connective tissue, linking two or more bones or 

other structures together. They usually impart stability and prevent excessive motion in certain 

directions. 

Degenerative Disk Disease – A condition in which the intervertebral disk loses its normal 

structural integrity as a result of wear and tear, repeated injuries, or aging. Secondary effects may 

be disk space narrowing and formation of osteophytes. 

Disk – A circular or rounded flat plate commonly used to refer to the intervertebral disk, which 

is composed of a nucleus pulposus and an annular fibrosis. It is like a soft, rubbery pad between 

the hard vertebral bones. Nucleus Pulposus: The central, semi-elastic, spongy zone of the 

intervertebral disk. Annulus Fibrosus: The outer concentric layers of the fibrous tissue in the 

intervertebral disks. 

Herniated Disk (also called ruptured or slipped disk) – A pathologic condition in which the 

nucleus pulposus of an intervertebral disk has protruded through the surrounding fibrocartilage 

or annulus fibrosis. 

Bulging Disk – When the displaced material causes a discrete bulge in the annulus, but no 

material escapes through the annular fibers. 

Spinal Stenosis – A narrowing of the spinal cord canal which causes cord or spinal nerve 

compression. 

Coccyx – The lowermost element of the backbone containing four fused vertebrae in a triangular 

bone that articulates with the sacrum. 

Sacrum – Part of the backbone with five fused vertebrae that articulates above the last lumbar 

vertebra at the coccyx and the pelvic bones. 
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Spinal Fusion – A surgical process by which two or more vertebrae are fused together with bone 

grafts and internal devices such as metal rods to heal into a single solid bone. The surgery 

eliminates motion between vertebral segments, which may be desirable when motion is the cause 

of significant pain. 

Discectomy – An excision of all or part of an intervertebral disc often done to decompress a 

nerve root. 

Laminectomy – Surgical removal of the posterior bony arches of one or more vertebrae in order 

to expose the neural elements in the spinal cord. 

Radiculopathy – An abnormality of a spinal nerve secondary to irritation of the root causing 

sensory changes such as tingling, numbness and weakness. 

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) – A non-invasive imaging technique using radio waves 

and magnets, used especially for soft tissue contrast. 

CT Scan (computerized axial tomography) – A non-invasive imaging technique using a 

computer to reconstruct anatomic features, used especially for cross-sectional studies. 

EMG (electromyogram) – The record of electrical activity in a skeletal muscle, obtained by 

applying electrodes to the surface or a needle into the muscle, used to diagnose nerve and muscle 

disorders.  

 

If you have any questions, or I can help in any other way, please do not hesitate to call me   

(404) 320-6000, or send me and email at jeff@jonaplaw.com. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of compensatory damages is to compensate a plaintiff for an injury or loss, 

thereby return the plaintiff to the position which he or she originally possessed.1 This compensation 

can be conceptualized into two subcategories: special damages, which actually flow from the 

tortious act; and general damages, which presumably flow from the tortious act.2 While special 

                                                 
1 O.C.GA. §§ 13-6-1, 51-12-4; Lastinger v. City of Adel, 69 Ga. App. 535, 26 S.E.2d 158 (1943); Turnage v. 

Kasper, 307 Ga. App. 172, 186, 704 S.E.2d 842, 855 (2010).  
2 O.C.G.A. § 51-12-2.  
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and general damages are essentially two sides of the same coin, each subcategory of compensatory 

damages must be proven in significantly different ways. For example, the “actuality” of special 

damages renders their highest possible cap certain to the plaintiff, as special damages are typically 

proven with receipts, invoices, and pay-stubs representing a ceiling of recovery. In essence, then, 

the plaintiff presents his or her evidence of a specific, certain, calculable amount of special 

damages that resulted from the subject incident, then the plaintiff defends against accusations from 

the opposing party that these damages are too remote or speculative,3 or that the duty to mitigate 

precludes their full recovery. 4 

 In contrast, the “presumptive” nature of general damages is measured not by receipts or 

paystubs but by the enlightened—yet subjective—conscience of fair and impartial jurors applied 

to the facts and circumstances of the case.5 This often creates the potential for verdicts substantially 

higher than the actual, special damages incurred if general damages are presented and proven 

effectively. However, even though no proof of amount is necessary to obtain general damages,6 

the subjective aspect of general damages can create uncertainty in the minds of jurors.  Thus, 

effective counsel for an injured plaintiff rarely seeks to leave the jury without guidelines setting 

forth a reasonable basis for arriving at the general damages requested at trial. 

I.  PHYSICAL PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

Pain and suffering are general damages meant to compensate a plaintiff for all 

nonpecuniary loss, inconvenience, hardship, and pain endured because of the defendant’s actions.7 

                                                 
3 O.C.G.A. §§ 51-12-8, -9, 10.  
4 O.C.G.A. § 51-12-11; Molly Pitcher Canning Co. v. Central of Georgia Ry. Co., 149 Ga. App. 5, 253 S.E.2d 

392 (1979).  
5 Phillips v. Singleton, 245 Ga. App. 788, 789, 539 S.E.2d 177, 178 (2000). 
6 O.C.G.A. § 51-12-2.  
7 Blanchard v. Westview Cemetery, Inc., 133 Ga. App. 262, 268, 211 S.E.2d 135, 140 (1974), aff'd and remanded, 

234 Ga. 540, 216 S.E.2d 776 (1975); Nat'l Trailer Convoy, Inc. v. Sutton, 136 Ga. App. 760, 762, 222 S.E.2d 98, 100 
(1975). 
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In a tort action where a plaintiff sustains injuries to his or her person, physical pain and suffering 

is the most obvious form of general damages. This physical pain and suffering is compensable no 

matter how temporary the injury may have been to the plaintiff.8 Likewise, the intensity of the pain 

itself is merely an additional factor the jury considers when determining the amount of relief.9   

 Unlike special damages that must be actually proven, the presumption of general damages 

allows for injuries like physical pain and suffering to be submitted to the jury without evidence of 

its actual presence.10 However, as discussed above, a prudent attorney should still seek to provide 

the jury with some idea as to the intensity of the plaintiff’s suffering. The simplest way to describe 

physical pain and suffering is through the testimony of the plaintiff. Yet while a plaintiff may be 

able to use descriptive language to give the jury some relatable metaphor or simile of the pain he 

or she experienced,11 the description of physical pain is often a subjective and abstract endeavor.12 

Therefore, rather than having the plaintiff simply describe the pain itself, it is also beneficial for 

him or her to discuss the limitations brought on by the pain, i.e., the activities the plaintiff can no 

longer engage in, to provide a more objective standard for the jury to consider.13 

While legally unnecessary, corroboration of a plaintiff’s reports of physical pain and 

suffering, if possible, is always advantageous in establishing credibility. While others who knew 

the plaintiff can be persuasive sources of testimony,14 a medical diagnosis that substantiates the 

                                                 
8 Sam Finley, Inc. v. Russell, 75 Ga. App. 112, 42 S.E.2d 452 (1947) (inhaling oily and smoky dust sufficient 

physical injury to support pain and suffering).  
9 Jackson v. Camp & Brown Produce Co., 92 Ga. App. 359, 360, 88 S.E.2d 540, 542 (1955); Maloy v. Dixon, 

127 Ga. App. 151, 164, 193 S.E.2d 19, 28 (1972). 
10 Coleman v. Dublin Coca-Cola Bottling Co., 47 Ga. App. 369, 170 S.E. 549 (1933); Dodson v. Cobb, 92 Ga. 

App. 654, 655, 89 S.E.2d 552, 553 (1955). 
11 Sw. R.R. v. Hankerson, 61 Ga. 114, 115 (1878); Harrison v. Se. Fair Ass'n, 104 Ga. App. 596, 597, 122 S.E.2d 

330, 332 (1961); Blosfeld v. Hall, 236 Ga. App. 286, 287, 511 S.E.2d 196, 198 (1999). 
12 St. Paul Ins. Co. v. Henley, 141 Ga. App. 581, 583, 234 S.E.2d 159, 160 (1977). 
13 CSX Transp., Inc. v. Darling, 189 Ga. App. 719, 725, 377 S.E.2d 217, 222 (1988). 
14 Ware v. Lamar, 18 Ga. App. 673, 90 S.E. 364 (1916). 
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source of the pain is equally important because of the inherent authority such evidence has with 

jurors.15 Ultimately, physical pain and suffering is only one part of the pain and suffering incurred 

as a result of an injury or loss. As society’s understanding of the importance of mental well-being 

has evolved, so too has a jury’s willingness to compensate a plaintiff for mental pain and suffering.  

II.  MENTAL PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

Physical pain and suffering is inherently tied to the nature and intensity of the plaintiff’s 

physical injury, and it is therefore biologically tied to the sensation of a person’s physical body. 

Generally, this means that the greater the damage to the body, the greater the physical pain and 

suffering. In contrast, mental pain and suffering is more diverse in its composition and cause. Such 

mental suffering need not be tied solely to the physical or bodily manifestations of an injury. 

A.  Mental Pain and Suffering Associated with Physical Injury 
 

An injury rarely consists only of physical sensation. Alongside bodily pain there is a host 

of additional feelings that would not have been suffered but for the physical injury. Specifically, 

there are physical sensations that are directly related to the physical injury, and there also emotional 

injuries that are indirectly related to or accompany the physical injury and the incident itself. Both 

types of suffering are independent avenues for possible recovery. 

i. Directly Related Mental Pain and Suffering 
 

When someone is injured they often feel frightened at the onset of pain and shocked at the 

circumstances in which they sustained their injury. These sensations of fear and surprise can be 

established by the plaintiff’s own testimony describing the circumstances in which he or she was 

                                                 
15 Durden v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 151 Ga. App. 399, 399, 259 S.E.2d 656, 657 (1979); Lane v. Tift Cty. Hosp. 

Auth., 228 Ga. App. 554, 562, 492 S.E.2d 317, 324 (1997). 
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injured.16 Vivid description and emotional appeal are powerful tools in relating fear and shock, 

including a plaintiff’s recounting of what he or she thought she would lose because of the injury—

i.e., fear of not seeing family members, not obtaining life goals, or long-term injury. 

When a defendant’s conduct caused the immediate death of the plaintiff, testimony of what 

was actually felt by the plaintiff is rendered impossible. However, this does not conclusively 

preclude recovery for immediate sensations of fear and shock. The jury is permitted to extrapolate 

and infer feelings from evidence that the plaintiff was aware of the circumstances of his or her 

impending peril.17 This inference is presumably constrained by the time necessary for the plaintiff 

to understand his or her situation and feel the resulting fear and shock.18 Counsel should highlight 

the limited time required for this internal process to occur in order to prevent counter-arguments 

that the plaintiff was not conscious of what was about to unfold before his or her death. This 

becomes increasingly important in cases where the plaintiff died almost instantly, leaving the full 

amount of general damages dependent upon the few seconds before death (although compensation 

for wrongful death is also available as a separate recovery).19 

ii. Indirectly Related Mental Pain and Suffering 
 

A debilitating injury can lead to a decreased productivity and fiscal crisis in a plaintiff’s 

life. The onset of these problems can in turn lead to distress and mental anguish at the loss of 

ability to work and earn money, which are both compensable as mental pain and suffering.20 While 

                                                 
16 Pullman Co. v. Strang, 35 Ga. App. 59, 132 S.E. 399, 402 (1926).  
17 Carroll Fulmer Logistics Corp. v. Hines, 309 Ga. App. 695, 696, 710 S.E.2d 888, 890 (2011). 
18 Dep't of Transp. v. Dupree, 256 Ga. App. 668, 680, 570 S.E.2d 1, 11 (2002) (period of a few seconds sufficient 

to demonstrate realization of circumstances).  
19 Grant v. Georgia Pac. Corp., 239 Ga. App. 748, 751, 521 S.E.2d 868, 870 (1999) (“Where, as in the case sub 

judice, the medical evidence is that death was instantaneous, and there is no evidence the decedent exhibited 
consciousness of pain, recovery for the decedent's pain and suffering is not permitted.) 

20 Atkinson v. Taylor, 13 Ga. App. 100, 78 S.E. 830, 831 (1913) 
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such mental anguish could hypothetically occur for a temporary period, such as until the injury 

heals, often these types of mental pain and suffering are seen alongside permanent physical 

injuries, i.e., future pain and suffering, discussed in Part III(b). 

B.  Mental Pain and Suffering Not Associated with Physical Injury 
 

Though usually coinciding with bodily harm, in Georgia physical injury is not a 

prerequisite to the recovery of mental pain and suffering when there is intentional infliction of 

emotional distress.21 However, the bar for this cause of action is high, as the plaintiff must show 

that the defendant’s actions were “so terrifying or insulting as naturally to humiliate, embarrass or 

frighten the plaintiff.”22 This standard focuses both on the outrageousness of the defendant’s 

conduct and the severity of the plaintiff’s reaction.23 Therefore, counsel should be wary of pursing 

a claim based on common insults, annoyances, or indignities, as a thin-skinned plaintiff typically 

will not pass muster. The actions of the defendant must be uncommon in society, which 

unfortunately means that the standard of what amounts to outrageous conduct will fluctuate 

dependent upon location and the judge hearing the case. 

 Assuming that a plaintiff was able to prove the requisite outrageousness of the defendant’s 

conduct, he or she must still demonstrate severe distress as a result of said conduct.24 The courts 

are unwilling to permit compensation, even when the defendant’s conduct is sufficiently shocking, 

if the plaintiff suffered only mild and temporary trauma as a result.25 Instead, the plaintiff needs to 

demonstrate permanent or significant changes in temperament and personality to recover for 

                                                 
21 Hodges v. Tomberlin, 170 Ga. App. 842, 845, 319 S.E.2d 11, 14 (1984). Note that Georgia does not permit 

claims of negligent infliction of emotional distress absent an accompanying physical injury or pecuniary loss. 
Holbrook v. Stansell, 254 Ga. App. 553, 554, 562 S.E.2d 731, 733 (2002). 

22 Georgia Power Co. v. Johnson, 155 Ga. App. 862, 863, 274 S.E.2d 17, 18 (1980). 
23 Peoples v. Guthrie, 199 Ga. App. 119, 121, 404 S.E.2d 442, 444 (1991); Jarrard v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 

242 Ga. App. 58, 59, 529 S.E.2d 144, 147 (2000). 
24 Jones v. Fayette Family Dental Care, Inc., 312 Ga. App. 230, 233, 718 S.E.2d 88, 91 (2011). 
25 Id. 
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severe emotional distress.26 However, even then the standard is unquestionably high, and the courts 

have routinely held claims of anxiety, depression, changes in behavior, weight gain, and lack of 

sexual activity to be lacking sufficient severity.27 The courts commonly cite the plaintiff’s failure 

to seek psychological or psychiatric treatment as a factor in holding their distress insufficient—

likely following the idea that if the distress was severe, the plaintiff would have sought help.28 

Therefore, as with physical pain and suffering, nothing is more corroborative than a medical 

diagnosis substantiating the plaintiff’s distress. This is of course unrealistic at times, because 

certain cases of emotional distress might discourage or prevent a plaintiff from seeking the 

professional help the courts seem to require. If a plaintiff is unwilling to seek treatment, counsel 

should strongly consider whether the claim can survive summary judgment.  

III.  FUTURE PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

 There can be no second action for pain and suffering after the conclusion of a plaintiff’s 

case.29 Thus, if it is reasonably certain that the plaintiff will endure pain into the future, counsel 

should seek an appropriate instruction that the jury consider future damages when determining 

appropriate compensation.30 Future pain and suffering is made up of physical pain and suffering, 

mental pain and suffering, and loss of ability to work and to earn money. 

A.  Future Physical and Mental Pain and Suffering 
 

When a plaintiff sustains a permanent injury, disfigurement, disability, or other 

impairment, it is reasonably certain that he or she will continue to experience pain and suffering 

                                                 
26 Oliver v. Strickland, 116 Ga. App. 150, 150, 156 S.E.2d 557, 557 (1967). 
27 Jones v. Warner, 301 Ga. App. 39, 43, 686 S.E.2d 835, 839 (2009); Jones v. Fayette Family Dental Care, Inc., 

312 Ga. App. 230, 233, 718 S.E.2d 88, 91 (2011). 
28 Id; Abdul-Malik v. AirTran Airways, Inc., 297 Ga. App. 852, 858, 678 S.E.2d 555, 560 (2009). 
29 Atlanta & W. Point R. R. v. Johnson, 66 Ga. 259, 269 (1881). 
30 Id. 
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into the future.31 To recover for future pain and suffering, a plaintiff must demonstrate to the jury 

that the pain already proven through testimony and medical corroboration will continue for a 

specified or indeterminate amount of time.32 Establishing the permanency of a condition through 

medical testimony or common-sense instruction is enough for the jury to infer this future pain.33 

However, an undeterminable amount of time is often too subjective to leave to the jury without 

further instruction. A helpful tool in creating an objective length of time is the mortality table, 

which provides the jury with a specified number of years it can use to calculate an award.  

Even though the initial shock and fear of an injury may cool off, it is not the end of a 

plaintiff’s mental pain and suffering. The realization that an injury can become a life-long 

disability stirs up feelings such as humiliation, mortification at the prospect of living with the 

disability for a pro-longed period of time, and anxiety at the consequences this can bring.34 These 

feelings are distinguishable from the fear and shock suffered at the time of the injury, discussed 

above in Part II(A)(i), and counsel should avoid grouping them together lest he or she cut off 

additional avenues of recovery. An effective way to separate them for a jury is by explaining that 

the plaintiff should be compensated for the fear he or she felt at the time of the injury, as well as 

compensated for the continuing mental anguish that his or her injury will create in the future. 

B.  Loss of Ability to Work and to Earn Money 
 

The loss of one’s ability to work and earn money is a specific type of future mental pain 

and suffering. It is derived from the plaintiff’s realization that a permanent physical injury will 

                                                 
31 Id; Cotton Mill Co. v. Ransom, 23 Ga. App. 605, 607, 99 S.E. 238 (1919); White v. Knapp, 31 Ga. App. 344, 

120 S.E. 796 (1923). 
32 Atlanta & W. Point R. R. v. Johnson, 66 Ga. 259, 269 (1881). 
33 Clayton County Bd. of Ed. V. Hooper, 128 Ga. App. 817, 198 S.E2d 373 (1973).  
34 Bryant v. Rucker, 121 Ga. App. 395, 398, 173 S.E.2d 875, 877 (1970); Bennett v. Haley, 132 Ga. App. 512, 

521, 208 S.E.2d 302, 309 (1974). 
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cause him to have a diminished capacity to work, labor, and earn money in the future.35 This is 

often confused with a related special damage: loss of earning capacity, which necessitates specific 

evidence of future pecuniary loss.36 Loss of ability to work and earn money is a prerequisite to loss 

of earning capacity but requires no showing of actual loss of future earnings, as the plaintiff could 

labor for reduced compensation or for personal satisfaction.37  

Defense counsel will often attempt to preclude both types of damages by arguing that the 

plaintiff failed to provide specific evidence of future reduced earnings. Plaintiff’s counsel should 

not only make clear to the judge that the loss of ability to work and earn money is an item of 

general damages, but also illustrate to the jury the loss of freedom that a reduced ability to work 

represents. Independence and self-actualization are important aspects of an individual’s well-being 

separate and apart from the money that one earns from one’s labor. 

CONCLUSION 
 

The general damages associated with a plaintiff’s pain and suffering can often be the 

greatest part of a plaintiff’s recovery if presented effectively.  Corroborated testimony, medical 

evidence, trial exhibits, illustrative examples, clarity in explaining the different types of pain and 

suffering, and reasonable guidelines for calculating these damages are important aspects of proving 

the subjective components of pain and suffering to a jury. 

                                                 
35 Brush Elec. Light & Power Co. v. Simonsohn, 107 Ga. 70, 32 S.E. 902, 903 (1899); Hunt v. Williams, 104 Ga. 

App. 442, 122 S.E.2d 149 (1961).  
36 Nat'l Upholstery Co. v. Padgett, 108 Ga. App. 857, 859, 134 S.E.2d 856, 858 (1964). 
37 Jones v. Hutchins, 101 Ga. App. 141, 143, 113 S.E.2d 475, 478 (1960).  
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Ethics in Litigation
YES,  YOU CAN BE A SUCCESSFUL CIVIL  ADVOCATE…..BY ADVOCATING CIVILLY!

HARRY D.  REVELL ,  ESQ.
NICHOLSON REVELL LLP
AUGUSTA,  GEORGIA

“Those who seek justice should first do justice.”
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)

“An eye for an eye makes the whole world 
blind.” Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948)
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PREAMBLE: A LAWYER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

[2] As a representative of clients, a lawyer performs various functions. . . As 
advocate, a lawyer zealously asserts the client's position under the rules of the 
adversary system. . .

[8] In the nature of law practice conflicting responsibilities are encountered. 
Virtually all difficult ethical problems arise from conflict among a lawyer's 
responsibilities to clients, to the legal system and to the lawyer's own interest in 
remaining an upright person. The Rules of Professional Conduct prescribe terms 
for resolving such conflicts. Within the framework of these Rules, many difficult 
issues of professional discretion can arise. Such issues must be resolved through 
the exercise of sensitive professional and moral judgment guided by the basic 
principles underlying the Rules.

Rule 3.1

In the representation of a client, a lawyer shall not:
a.  file a suit, assert a position, conduct a defense, 
delay a trial, or take other action on behalf of the 
client when the lawyer knows or when it is 
obvious that such action would serve merely to 
harass or maliciously injure another;
b. knowingly advance a claim or defense that is 
unwarranted under existing law, except that the 
lawyer may advance such claim or defense if it can 
be supported by good faith argument for an 
extension, modification or reversal of existing law.

Meritorious Claims 
and Contentions
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Rule 3.2
A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to expedite 
litigation consistent with the interests of the client.Expediting Litigation

Rule  3.3

a. A lawyer shall not knowingly:

1. make a false statement of material fact or law to 
a tribunal;
. . .
3. fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in 
the controlling jurisdiction known to the lawyer to 
be directly adverse to the position of the client 
and not disclosed by opposing counsel; 

Candor Toward the 
Tribunal
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Rule 3.4

A lawyer shall not:

o unlawfully obstruct another party's access to evidence or 
unlawfully alter, destroy or conceal a document or other 
material having potential evidentiary value. A lawyer shall 
not counsel or assist another person to do any such act;
o falsify evidence;

o counsel or assist a witness to testify falsely; or
o pay, offer to pay, or acquiesce in the payment of 
compensation to a witness contingent upon the content of 
the testimony or the outcome of the case. But a lawyer may 
advance, guarantee, or acquiesce in the payment of:
◦ expenses reasonably incurred by a witness in 

preparation, attending or testifying; or
◦ reasonable compensation to a witness for the loss of 

time in preparing, attending or testifying; or
◦ a reasonable fee for the professional services of an 

expert witness;

Fairness to Opposing 
Party and Counsel

Rule 3.4

A lawyer shall not:
o request a person other than a client to refrain 
from voluntarily giving relevant information to 
another party unless:
• the person is a relative or an employee or 

other agent of a client; or the lawyer 
reasonably believes that the person's 
interests will not be adversely affected by 
refraining from giving such information; and

• the information is not otherwise subject to 
the assertion of a privilege by the client; 

Fairness to Opposing 
Party and Counsel
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BATTLEGROUNDS

COMMUNICATIONS
Ø Consider the audience – it may be 
wider than you think 
Ø Danger lurks in the ease of emails
Ø Memorialize all agreements

DEPOSITIONS
Ø Scheduling
Ø Limit the scope of document  
requests
Ø Document efforts to be reasonable

Deposition Protocol 
vAt the beginning of the deposition, deposing counsel should instruct the 
witness to ask deposing counsel rather than the witness’s own counsel for 
clarification, definitions, or explanations of any words, questions, or 
documents presented during the course of the deposition. The witness 
should abide by these instructions.
vObjections to the form of the question should be stated concisely and in a 
non-argumentative and non-suggestive manner by stating "Objection to 
the form" only. There should be no speaking objections. 
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Deposition Protocol

vObjections other than to the form of the question and responsiveness 
of the answer are reserved and not waived, except those necessary to 
assert a privilege, pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-30(d), to enforce a 
limitation on evidence directed by the Court, or to present a motion to 
terminate or limit the deposition.

vIf the basis for an objection is requested, objecting counsel should 
succinctly state the basis of the objection and nothing more. Counsel 
should not make objections or statements which tend to suggest an 
answer to the deponent.

Deposition Protocol 
vA party may only instruct a deponent not to answer when 
necessary to preserve a privilege, to enforce an agreed upon  
limitation on evidence or as directed by the court, or to present a 
motion to terminate or limit examination. 
vShould an issue arise during a deposition which leads counsel for 
any party to advise that the deposition will be terminated on one of 
the above grounds, the parties should exclude the witness and 
conduct a 6.4 discussion prior to termination.
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CAN A ZEALOUS ATTORNEY ALSO BE:

v Argumentative?
v Contentious? 
v Quarrelsome? 

v Disagreeable?
v Discourteous?
v Inconsiderate?

Can sensitive professional and moral 
judgment also be:

v BELLICOSE?
v UNPLEASANT? 
v RANCOROUS? 

v RUDE?  

v COMBATIVE?
v MALICOUS?
v QUARRELSOME? 

v CONTENTIOUS?
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Introduction

Punitive damages law in Georgia is primarily governed by O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1  which

was adopted by the legislature as part of the Georgia Tort Reform Act of 1987.  Punitive

damages are also known as vindictive damages, exemplary damages, deterrent damages,

additional damages, punitory damages, penal damages, and smart money.  Punitive damages in

Georgia are defined by O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1 (a) as follows:

As used in this Code section, the term "punitive damages" is synonymous with the

terms "vindictive damages," "exemplary damages," and other descriptions of

additional damages awarded because of aggravating circumstances in order to

penalize, punish, or deter a defendant.  O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1 (a)

According to the statute "Punitive damages shall be awarded not as compensation to a plaintiff

but solely to punish, penalize, or deter a defendant.”  O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1(c).   Prior to the

enactment of O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1, punitive damages in Georgia were awarded "to deter the

wrongdoer from repeating the trespass or as compensation for the wounded feelings of the

plaintiff."  The Tort Reform Act of 1987 eliminated the compensatory nature of punitive

damages in Georgia.  O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1 (c) and authorized punishment as a legitimate goal.  

Requisite Standard of Conduct

O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1 (b) provides that Punitive damages may be awarded only in

such tort actions in which it is proven by clear and convincing evidence that the

defendant's actions showed willful misconduct, malice, fraud, wantonness, oppression, or

that entire want of care which would raise the presumption of conscious indifference to

1
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consequences.  Georgia Appellate decisions have long held that negligence, even gross

negligence, cannot support a punitive damages award.  Colonial Pipeline Co. v. Brown,

258 Ga. 115, 118, 365 S. E. 2d 827 (1988); Morales v. Webb, 200 Ga. App. 788, 790, 409

S. E. 2d 572 (1991).

Clear and convincing evidence is an intermediate standard of proof "which is

greater than the preponderance of the evidence standard ordinarily employed in civil

proceedings, but less than the reasonable doubt standard applicable in criminal

proceedings."  Clarke v. Cotton, 207 Ga. App. 883, 884, 429 S. E. 2d 291 (1993),

affirmed, 263 Ga. 861, 440 S. E. 2d 165 (1994).

The jury should always be charged as to the complete definition of clear and

convincing evidence.  A party must object to the Court’s failure to give the clear and

convincing definition, otherwise the failure to object may result in waiver of the error. 

Waller v. Rymer, 293 Ga. App.833, 668 S.E. 2d 470 (2008).

Whether a tort rises to the level to impose punitive damages is generally a jury

question.  A jury is entitled to impose punitive damages even where the clear and

convincing evidence only creates an inference of the defendant's conscious indifference

to the consequences of his or her acts.  Tookes v. Murray, 297 Ga. App. 765, 678 S.E.2d

209 (2009).

Intentional Torts

As amended in 1997, O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1 (f) states: In a tort case in which the

2
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cause of action does not arise from product liability, if it is found that the defendant acted,

or failed to act, with the specific intent to cause harm... there shall be no limitation

regarding the amount which may be awarded as punitive damages against an active tort-

feasor but such damages shall not be the liability of any defendant other than an active

tort-feasor.  However, knowledge and appreciation of a risk is not sufficient to constitute

specific intent.  J. B. Hunt Transport, Inc. v. Bentley, 207 Ga. App. 250, 255, 427 S. E. 2d

499 (1992).  An appreciation of a risk, short of substantial certainty, is not the equivalent

of intent.  Aldworth Company, Inc. v. England, 286 Ga. App. 1, 648 S.E. 2d 198 (2007).   

In addition the clear and convincing standard of proof is inapplicable to intentional

torts, instead the standard of proof required to prove a defendant acted or failed to act

with specific intent to cause harm is the pre-ponderance of the evidence standard.  Since

O.C.G.A. subsection 51–12–5.1(f) is silent about the standard of proof required for

"specific intent" cases the court must use the common law preponderance of evidence

standard generally applicable in civil cases.  Kothari v. Patel, 262 Ga.App. 168, 585

S.E.2d 97 (2003).

Driving Under the Influence

If a defendant was under the influence of alcohol or drugs at the time of the

collision this fact is admissible to show "wilful misconduct, wantonness, and that entire

want of care which raises the presumption of conscious indifference to the

consequences.”  Moore v. Thompson, 255 Ga. 236, 237, 336 S. E. 2d 749 (1985).  In a

3
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DUI case the defendant’s prior acts of driving under the influence are admissible, since

the egregiousness of the conduct cannot be adequately gauged by focusing only on the

incident in issue.  Holt v. Grinnell, 212 Ga. App. 520, 521–522, 441 S. E. 2d 874 (1994),

relying on Thompson v. Moore, 174 Ga. App. 331, 332, 329 S. E. 2d 914 (1985),

affirmed in part and rev'd in part on other grounds, Moore v. Thompson, 255 Ga. 236,

336 S. E. 2d 749 (1985).  Trial Courts continually struggle with how and when the prior

DUI’s come in during the trial.  The Court’s should allow the prior misconduct in the first

phase of a bifurcated trial since the relevance of prior or subsequent misconduct of the

same nature as that in issue outweighs any prejudice to the defendant so long as the jury is

fully charged that this evidence goes only to liability for punitive damages.  In Webster v.

Boyett  269 Ga. 191, 496 S.E.2d 459 (1998) the Georgia Supreme Court stated that the

trial court has discretion as to when the prior misconduct comes in during the trial and

there is no bright-line rule as to the timing regarding the admissibility of similar bad acts. 

The Webster Court stated that the "the best way to guarantee a fair trial and ensure

judicial economy is to continue to give the trial judge discretion on when to admit the

evidence of prior and subsequent acts.... The trial judge should consider the potential

prejudice to the parties, the complexity of issues and the potential for jury confusion, and

the relative convenience, economy, or delay that may result.  Webster v. Boyett, 269 Ga.

191, 496 S.E.2d 459 (1998).

Where the plaintiff is seeking punitive damages against a drunk driver, the plaintiff

4
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need not prove that the defendant was arrested for DUI in order to lay a foundation that

the defendant was under the influence of alcohol at the time of the collision.  Seitz v.

McCullough, 138 Ga. App. 147, 225 S.E.2d 917 (1976).  A trial court has discretion to

admit even minimal evidence of alcohol consumption.  In Seitz the only evidence of

intoxication was that the defendant driver's breath smelled of alcohol after the accident.

The court held that while “[t]he mere odor of alcohol by itself is weak evidence of

intoxication[,] ... it does have a logical connection to that issue, and should be considered

by the jury[ ] ... in deciding whether a person is intoxicated” Id. at 150.  See also, Butts v.

Davis, 126 Ga. App. 311, 190 S.E.2d 595 (1972).  If a defendant refuses to submit to

blood-alcohol testing this may also be admissible against the defendant.  Stacey v.

Caldwell, 186 Ga. App. 293, 367 S. E. 2d 73 (1988).

While automobile liability insurance will normally cover liability for punitive

damages (unless the policy excludes such coverage) incurred as a result of drunken

driving, an uninsured motorist carrier cannot be held liable to its policyholder for punitive

damages against a known or unknown drunken driver.  Roman v. Terrell, 195 Ga. App.

219, 393 S. E. 2d 83 (1990); Coker v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 193 Ga. App. 423,

388 S. E. 2d 34 (1989); State Farm Mut. Ins. Co. v. Kuharik, 179 Ga. App. 568, 347 S. E.

2d 281 (1986).

Driving While Using a Phone

In Lindsey v. Clinch County Glass, Inc., 312 Ga. App. 534, 718 S.E.2d 806 (2012),

5
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the Court of Appeals held that punitive damages were not recoverable where the operator

was legally using his cell phone at the time of the wreck (note: texting while driving in

Georgia is an illegal use of the phone O.C.G.A. § 40-6-241.2).  However, the Court's

opinion indicated that punitive damages for cell phone use may be authorized when there

is "a history of distraction-related accidents, traffic violations, or other evidence that

would show a pattern of dangerous driving or other aggravating circumstances” Id. at

536.  

In the Lindsey case, the plaintiff claimed that punitive damages were authorized

against the defendants because the defendant driver admitted inattentiveness by being on

his phone and not stopping in time to avoid rear-ending the plaintiff.  The Court held that

this fact scenario alone would not authorize the imposition of punitive damages, but the

court did discuss the type of past driving conduct that would authorize an award of

punitive damages, one of which is "a history of distraction-related accidents”.

Punitive Damages and Bad Faith Award of Attorneys Fees

If a plaintiff has presented sufficient facts that will support a claim for punitive

damages, then the same facts may also be sufficient to satisfy the "bad faith" prong of

O.C.G.A. Section § 13-6-11 so as to entitle the plaintiff to attorneys fees against the

defendant.  Ford Motor Co. v. Stubblefield, 171 Ga. App. 331, 342 (1984).  See also,

Knobeloch v. Mustascio, 640 F. Supp. 124 (N.D.Ga. 1986).

6
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Punitive Damages in Relation to Real Property

Upon evidence of aggravated circumstances, a plaintiff may recover punitive

damages for nuisance actions. The aggravated conduct that gives rise to punitive damages

can be found in either the defendant's action or inaction.  Even where the defendant did

not act with conscious indifference in creating the problem that led to the damage,

punitive damages may be justified if the defendant acted with such conscious indifference

in failing to correct that problem. Raymar, Inc. v. Peachtree Golf Club, 161 Ga. App. 336,

287 S.E.2d 768 (1982).  If a defendant violated no codes or ordinances  in creating the

nuisance a jury could still consider the issue of punitive damages for the continuing

nuisance and failing to adequately abate the nuisance. Weller v. Blake, 315 Ga. App. 214,

726 S.E.2d 698 (2012).

If a person commits a trespass punitive damages may be awarded.  Ready–Mix

Concrete Co. v. Rape, 98 Ga. App. 503, 509, 106 S. E. 2d 429 (1948); Little v. Chesser,

256 Ga.App. 228, 568 S.E.2d 54 (2002).  Compare the case of Wright v. VIF/Valentine

Farms Bldg. One, LLC, 308 Ga.App. 436, 708 S.E.2d 41(2011) [Reliance on a survey can

eliminate a claim for wilful trespass and subsequent punitive damages.] Interference with

burial easement may give rise to a claim for punitive damages.  Davis v. Overall, 301

Ga.App. 4, 686 S.E.2d 839 (2009).

Jury Verdict Form

If the jury finds that the defendant acted, or failed to act, with the specific intent to

7
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cause harm, there shall be no limitation regarding the amount which may be awarded as

punitive damages.  O.C.G.A. § 51–12–5.1 (f).  In the interest of judicial economy, and to

provide certainty and predictability to verdicts rendered, the Supreme Court adopted a

bright line rule for cases tried after May 7, 1998, requiring a party to request both a

charge on specific intent to cause harm and a separate finding of specific intent to cause

harm by the trier of fact in order to avoid the cap on punitive damages.  McDaniel v.

Elliott, 269 Ga. 262, 265, 497 S.E.2d 786 (1998); Quay v. Heritage Financial, Inc., 274

Ga.App. 358, 617 S.E.2d 618 (2005).

Where there are several claims alleged by the plaintiff the jury should specify on

which claim it awarded punitive damages, otherwise the verdict may be set aside or

remanded for further deliberations.  Southland Propane, Inc. v. McWhorter, 312 Ga.App.

812, 720 S.E.2d 270 (2011).

Punitive Damages Against a Deceased Person

Punitive damages may not be recovered against an estate or the representative of a

deceased person.  Morris v. Duncan, 126 Ga. 467, 54 S.E. 1045 (1906); Cleaveland v.

Alford, 188 Ga. App. 690, 373 S.E.2d 853 (1988).

8
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Nursing Home Damages
CAMILLE GODWIN
ERIC J .  HERTZ,  P.C.
ATLANTA,  GA
WWW.HERTZ-LAW.COM
CAMILLE@HERTZ-LAW.COM

What is a “Nursing Home?”
A PLACE TO DIE? A PLACE TO LIVE?
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Common Types of Injuries 
q Pressure Ulcers (bedsores)
q Fall – related (broken bones, 

head trauma)
q Infections & Sepsis
q Aspiration Pneumonia
q Malnutrition
q Dehydration
q Death

q Unexplained injuries (bruising, 
skin tears)

q Physical/Chemical Restraints
q Physical & Mental Abuse
q Financial Abuse & Exploitation
q Violations of Resident Rights

Pressure 
Injury (Ulcers)

“. . . localized damage to the skin and 
underlying soft tissue usually over a bony 
prominence or related to a medical or other 
device. The injury can present as intact skin or 
an open ulcer and may be painful. The injury 
occurs as a result of intense and/or prolonged 
pressure or pressure in combination with shear. 
The tolerance of soft tissue for pressure and 
shear may also be affected by microclimate, 
nutrition, perfusion, co-morbidities and 
condition of the soft tissue..”

-- NPUAP, 2016 Staging Consensus Conference
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Fall-Related 
Injuries

Primary Liability Areas:

◦ Prevention
◦ Early Risk Assessment
◦ Care Planning
◦ Effective Interventions
◦ Reassessment

◦ Response
◦ Timeliness
◦ Proper Assessment
◦ Involvement of Ancillary Services, Physician, & Family
◦ Investigation

“A fall is defined as an event 
which results in a person 
coming to rest inadvertently 
on the ground or floor or 
other lower level.”

--World Health Organization, 
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs344/
en/, accessed 02/15/18

Malnutrition & 
Dehydration

Malnutrition Signs
◦ Weight Loss
◦ Fatigue
◦ Loss of desire to eat
◦ Irritability

Dehydration signs
◦ Dry Mucosa
◦ Skin changes
◦ Mental Status changes

Special Issues 
◦ Relationship to Skin Health & Wound Healing
◦ Tube Feedings
◦ Protein Malnutrition (“Kwashiokor”)
◦ Dysphagia
◦ Aspiration
◦ Oral Care

Malnutrition refers to 
deficiencies, excesses or 
imbalances in a person's intake 
of energy and/or nutrients.

Dehydration is the excessive 
loss of water from the body, 
which causes a rise in blood 
sodium levels. 
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Common Legal Issues

q Identifying the Right Defendants
q Motions to Compel Arbitration
q Motions Pertaining to Regulations
q Ordinary vs. Professional Negligence
q Apportionment

Identifying Responsible Parties
Licensees

Management Companies

Parent and Subsidiary Companies with Operational Control 
◦ Agency
◦ Alter Ego
◦ Joint Venture

Consultants/Contractors
◦ Therapy Services
◦ Registered Dietitians

◦ Ancillary Service Providers
◦ Wound Care

Other Healthcare Providers
◦ Role of the Medical Director vs. Treating Physicians
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Arbitration Issues & Practice
Motions to Compel Pre-Dispute Arbitration

◦ Grounds for Arbitration
◦ Defenses
◦ Use of Discovery

Arbitration Forums
◦ National Arbitration Forum (“NAF”)
◦ American Arbitration Association (“AAA”)
◦ Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services (“JAMS”)

Non-contract options
◦ Disinterested Arbitrators
◦ Variations on Number of Panel Members
◦ Modification of Procedures for Conduct of Arbitration

Resident Rights

to Receive Notification of Rights, § 31–8–104

to Information on Rates & Policies, § 31–8–106

to Nondiscriminatory Admission, § 31–8–107

to Care, Treatment, and Services, § 31–8–108

to Freedom from Restraints/Isolation, § 31–8–109

to Exercise Citizenship, § 31–8–111

to Personal Choice, § 31–8–112

to Personal Property, § 31–8–113

to Privacy, § 31–8–114 

to Appropriate Transfer or Discharge, § 31–8–116

to Present Grievances, § 31–8–118

to Visitation, § 31–8–120 

Bill of Rights for Residents of Long Term 
Care Facilities 

(Patient Bill of Rights) 

O.C.G.A. Sec. 31-8-100 et seq.

• Distinct Cause of Action Exists for 
Violations of these Rights

• Rights Violations vs. Negligence 
Per Se Issues
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Apportionment Issues

Joint Tortfeasors 
vs. 

Subsequent Tortfeasors
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The Basics of Workers’ Compensation Law in Georgia: 
Representing Injured Workers 

Tracee R. Benzo, Esq. 
Benzo Law, LLC 

 
The State Board of Workers’ Compensation was established in 1920 to govern all aspects of 

workers’ compensation claims. In Georgia, the sole remedy for an individual injured on the job is 

pursuing a workers’ compensation claim unless there is a third-party tortfeasor. O.C.G.A. § 34-9-

11 outlines the exclusive remedy provision of the Georgia Workers’ Compensation Act. It provides 

an employee’s rights and remedies under the act exclude all other rights an employee may have as 

a result of a work place accident that causes injury, loss of service, or death to an 

employee except the right to bring an action against the third-party tortfeasor. 

Workers’ compensation in Georgia is considered a “no fault” system. An injured worker is 

covered by workers’ compensation insurance if the injury “arose out of” an “during the course and 

scope” of employment. Injured workers may pursue a workers’ compensation claim even where 

the injuries arose from the employee’s own negligence.  

I. What is a Compensable Claim? 

A claim is deemed compensable where an employer/insurer voluntarily commences payment 

of indemnity benefits or by adjudication. In a workers’ compensation claim, the employee bears 

the burden of proof. For a work injury to be compensable, it must “arise out of” employment and  

occur “during the scope of employment. O.C.G.A. § 34-9-1(4). Case law delineates that an injury 

“arises out of” employment where a reasonable person, after considering the circumstances of 

employment, would perceive a causal connection between conditions under which the employee 

must work and the resulting injury. Hennly v. Richardson, 264 Ga. 355,356 (1994). An injury 

arises “during the course of employment” when it occurs within a period of employment, and at a 
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place where the employee may be in performance of her duties. Id. Under Georgia law, the 

employee must satisfy both requirements to recover in workers’ compensation claim.  

II. Attorney Representation 

When representing an injured employee, attorneys must file a copy of their fee contract and 

WC Form 102(b) with the State Board of Workers’ Compensation. Attorney fees for representing 

injured workers are subject to approval by the State Board of Workers' Compensation where the 

fee is greater than $100.00. The Board will not approve a fee greater than 25% of the claimant’s 

recovery. 

III. Benefits Available for Injured Workers 

An Employee is entitled to indemnity benefits when they are (1) injured at work and (2) such 

injury disables their ability to continue working.  There are four types on income benefits allowable 

under Georgia law. 

1. Temporary Total Disability Benefits (TTD) 

O.C.G.A. § 34-9-261 provides, an injured worker may be eligible for temporary total 

disability benefits where an authorized treating physician determines they are unable to work, and 

the employee has missed more than seven consecutive days of work. The claimant will be entitled 

to a weekly benefit check that equals two-thirds of their average weekly wages at the time of the 

injury. The law prescribes a maximum amount of weekly benefits to be paid depending on the date 

of injury. Currently for injuries occurring after July 1, 2016, the maximum amount for a weekly 

temporary total disability check is $575.00. A claimant will be entitled to recover TTD payments 

for a maximum of 400 weeks unless the injury is deemed catastrophic. As a practical matter, cases 

generally settle for a lump sum amount prior to reaching the 400-week limit.  

The law does not limit the duration of income benefits for a catastrophic claim. Examples 

of catastrophic claims may include traumatic brain injuries, blindness, amputations, third-degree 
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burns, loss of hearing or paralysis. Catastrophic claims can be complicated and are governed by a 

different set of guidelines.  

2. Temporary Partial Disability Benefits (TPD) 

An employee who has been injured at work and returns to work in a position with lower 

compensation may be eligible for temporary partial disability benefits. O.C.G.A. § 34-9-262 

provides, “where the disability to work resulting from the injury is partial in character but 

temporary in quality, the employer shall pay or cause to be paid to the employee a weekly benefit 

equal to two-thirds of the difference between the average weekly wage before the injury and the 

average weekly wage the employee is able to earn thereafter but not more than $383.00 per week 

for a period not exceeding 350 weeks from the date of injury.” 

3. Permanent Partial Disability (PPD) 

An employee is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits where the authorized 

treating physician determines the claimant sustained a permanent impairment as a result of their 

work injury. Typically, the physician will assign a PPD rating which will be used to determine the 

amount of benefits allowable to the claimant. Guidelines for calculating PPD benefits may be 

found in O.C.G.A. §34-9-263. PPD impairment ratings generally follow the American Medical 

Association, 5th edition.  

4. Medical Benefits 

An injured worker is entitled to payment for medical expenses that are usual and 

customary, reasonably necessary and services that will effect a cure or provide relief to restore the 

injured worker to employment. Medical expenses will only be covered for treatment with the 

authorized treating physician or physicians that have been referred by the authorized treating 

physician. An employee is entitled to a one time change of their authorized treating physician. 

Additional changes in treating physicians require leave of Court.  
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IV. Deadlines/Statute of Limitations 

The general rule in Georgia is that a claim for workers’ compensation benefits must be filed 

within one year of the accident date. The statute of limitations will be tolled where income or 

medical benefits have been paid to the injured worker. Where income or medical benefits have 

been paid to an injured worker, the claimant has one year from the date of last remedial medical 

treatment furnished by the employer/insurer or two years from the last payment of weekly income 

benefits pursuant to O.C.G.A. §34-9-82(a). 

The Statute of Limitations for filing a claim differs from an injured worker’s duty to provide 

their Employer with notice of their injury. In order to pursue a workers’ compensation claim, an 

employee should provide their employer with notice of a work-related accident within 30 days. 

O.C.G.A. §34-9-80 provides statutory authority on the employee’s duty to report. 

“no compensation will be payable unless such notice, either oral or written, is given within 

30 days after the occurrence of an accident or within 30 days after death resulting from an 

accident unless it can be shown that the employee had been prevented from doing so by 

reason of physical or mental incapacity, or by fraud or deceit, or that the employer, his 

agent, representative, or foreman, or the immediate superior of the injured employee had 

knowledge of the accident, or unless a reasonable excuse is made to the satisfaction of the 

board for not giving such notice and it is reasonably proved to the satisfaction of the board 

that the employer had not been prejudiced thereby.”  

The notice must be given to a supervisor or other superior employee.  Mere notice to a co-

worker is insufficient. The State Board of Compensation maintains discretion with regard to 

untimely notice of reporting an injury to the employer. However, the Board does not have any 

discretion regarding the one-year statute of limitations. The board has no jurisdiction of the matter 
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until the claim is filed, and no compensation can be granted on a claim filed after expiration of a 

year.” Travelers Ins. Co. v. Hall, 128 Ga. App. 71 (1973). 

V. Distinctions from Negligence/Personal Injury Claims 

There are notable distinctions between personal injury claims for negligence and workers’ 

compensation claims. In personal injury claims, claimants may present their case before a jury or 

judge to render a ruling or verdict that provides monetary damages. In addition, claimants may 

also pursue damages for pain and suffering arising from the incident.  

Under Georgia workers’ compensation law, administrative workers’ compensation judges do 

not issue monetary awards to conclude a case. Settlements for a lump sum in a workers’ 

compensation claim must be mutually agreeable by both the Employee/Claimant and 

Employer/Insurer. Insurance companies for employers generally favor settlement in an effort to 

avoid open ended liability. In addition, workers’ compensation claimants are restricted to pursing 

income and medical benefits. There is no statutorily authority or consideration for pain and 

suffering.  

VI. Conclusion 

The Workers’ Compensation system in Georgia was designed to return injured workers to 

suitable employment. The guidelines for pursuing a workers’ compensation claim is heavily 

regulated by the State Board of Workers’ Compensation. Injured workers should report injuries to 

their employer as soon as possible to protect their claim. Please contact Benzo Law if we may be 

of service to you or provide any information on pursuing workers’ compensation claims. 

Benzo Law, LLC 

3525 Piedmont Road 
Suite 8-412 

Atlanta, GA 30305 
tracee@benzolaw.com 
www.benzolaw.com 

404-480-7000 
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PROVING DAMAGES IN SOFT TISSUE CASES 
 
 

Lamonte E. Scott, Esq. 
Lamonte E. Scott, P.C. 
2351 Henry Clower Boulevard, Suite E 
Snellville, Georgia 30078 
(404) 671-9172 
 
 
 During these current and tumultuous economic times, adjusters and their 

employers (insurance companies) are scrutinizing personal injury claims more closely 

today than ever before.  The present downward turn in our economic environment has 

truly affected our ability as the Plaintiffs’ Bar to resolve without expensive and time 

consuming litigation even the lower end soft tissue injury cases.  Secondly, the more 

significant soft tissue injury cases as a result of today’s economic climate have also 

become increasingly more difficult to resolve or settle without filing suit. 

 

  However, those attorneys who are still very successful at resolving all types of soft 

tissue injury claims and who routinely obtain significant verdicts at the trial of these 

types of cases know how to properly and professionally prove damages even in soft 

tissue cases.  Skill in identifying and establishing damages in your soft tissue cases is 

imperative if your end goal is to maximize your client’s recovery in these types of cases.  

Good soft tissue case settlements and verdicts though, often come from the skill shown 

in how you present and prove your soft tissue damage claims.  How you present and 

prove your damages in a soft tissue injury case can make the difference between 

acceptable and non-acceptable settlement offers from the insurance companies. 

   

 Your initial interaction with an insurance adjuster or claims person and your first 
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presentation (demand package) of your client’s claim to that claims person can make the 

difference between receiving an appropriate settlement for your client or whether you 

will have to file a lawsuit and wait for an extended period of time before a jury can 

decide the fate of your client’s soft tissue injury case.  Your initial demand package and 

how you prove your client’s damages in that demand should say a lot about you as a 

legal professional and about your understanding of what it takes to establish your 

client’s damages.  This paper will focus primarily on proven techniques that should 

assist you in “Proving Damages in Soft Tissue Cases”. 

   

Of course, prior to meeting with your prospective client, “lawyering 101” dictates 

that we should at a minimum have a fair understanding of what damages are.  A good 

place to start is O.C.G.A. § 51-12-1 et seq., which states “Damages may be either general 

or special, direct or consequential.”  O.C.G.A. § 51-12-2 defines both general and special 

damages as “(a)  General damages are those which the law presumes to flow from any 

tortious act; they may be recovered without proof of any amount.  (b)  Special damages 

are those which actually flow from a tortious act; they must be proved in order to be 

recovered.”  Most relevant to establishing and later proving damages in soft tissue cases 

begins at the early stages of your representation of the injured client by determining the 

pertinent facts of the case and the injuries sustained by your client.  Assuming the facts, 

evidence and circumstances of the case establishes that your client has sustained 

injuries and liability is primarily the fault of the other party or parties, you must then 

begin the process of ascertaining the degree of injury or injuries and the types of injuries 

your client has sustained.  It is always good to first determine whether your client is 
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undergoing medical treatment relating to injuries he or she sustained from the incident 

and has or have completed his or her treatments.  If the treating process is complete, it 

is then appropriate for you to secure copies of the client’s medical and billing records 

from treating medical, chiropractic, physical therapy and other providers, etc. 

 

It is imperative during your initial interview and maybe during subsequent case 

discussions with the client to secure a detailed understanding of the facts of the incident 

(accident, slip and fall, etc.) giving rise to the case and the injuries sustained by the 

client.  If you can prove both liability and your client’s damages, you are on the way to 

resolving the case successfully later on either through settlement or from an appropriate 

jury verdict.  In a soft tissue injury case as well as any other personal injury case, spend 

a significant amount of time with the client ascertaining the damages the client claims as 

arising from the accident or incident.  These damages may include but are not limited to 

medical expenses, loss wages, pain from a neck or back injury that limits neck 

movement and results in a functional disability, continued and or excessive back pain, 

headaches, etc.  Although these injuries may be soft tissue in nature, they are still 

recoverable if properly proved.  Check to determine if your client actually lost income 

due to a neck or back pain injury that caused him or her to lose income due to missing 

work.  Tax records, employment leave records pertaining to sick leave taken or time off 

taken as a result of these injuries are very pertinent in establishing soft tissue damages.   

 

Please note that medical expenses that will be used in establishing damages must 

be reasonably necessary to relieve, cure, treat or rehabilitate your client from the effects 
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of the neck, back or other soft tissue injury.  You must also determine whether these 

medical expenses are fair and reasonable in amount and with respect to duration of 

treatment. As your client undergoes his or her treatment relating to the injury or 

injuries believed to be related to the incident, you may want to request the client to 

record pain and suffering with a personal injury journal or diary.  A journal or diary can 

be especially helpful in a soft tissue injury case where there may be no objective sign or 

manifestation of injury.  The client’s pain and suffering must be proven and documented 

for there to be a substantial recovery.  A journal or diary will be helpful to the client in 

remembering specifics about how he or she felt on a particular day and can also become 

an invaluable aid in helping the client prepare for deposition, settlement or trial. 

 

In order for a personal injury journal or diary to be helpful to the client’s soft 

tissue injury case, he or she must keep an accurate record of pain and any limitations 

placed on his or her daily activities as a result of the reported injuries.  This journal and 

or diary is most likely the best way for the client to document pain and suffering.  

Difficulties in getting out of bed, performing household chores, bathing, sleeping or 

doing the simplest tasks can conceivably transform mundane and small cases into a 

large damage award.  Finally, insist that the client make regular entries and does not 

allow excessive time to slip by between entries.  Hopefully, a review of the client’s 

medical records will reflect that during the treating process some of the same or similar 

complaints have been documented by the client’s doctors, therapists etc. 

            

It is also important especially in soft tissue injury cases at the earliest possible 
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stages of your investigation of your client’s claim, to find out as much as you can about 

the client’s prior injuries, accidents, medical treatments, and claims if any, especially 

those that are similar in nature to the present injury claims.  This should be done to 

determine the results of previous and current diagnostic testing, prognosis and any pre-

existing injuries or conditions the claimant might have had or has that may be related to 

the soft tissue injury complaints made in the present case.  A basic rule of thumb for all 

attorneys is to LISTEN carefully to his or her client when it comes to whether they have 

had any prior accidents, injuries, or claims against a third party.  If so, request any 

appropriate records that will assist you in clearly determining whether pre-existing 

injuries or conditions pertaining to your client may pose a threat to your client’s present 

case down the road.  Also, look closely at the value of the applicable medical specials, 

lost wages and other general and specials damages incurred or which may apply to your 

client’s present claim.   

 

Once you have completed your review of the pertinent information and the client 

has completed treating, you should then assemble the appropriate medical records 

which will help you in proving your client’s soft tissue damages.  It is very important 

while reviewing the client’s medical records, that you familiarize yourself with the 

specific terminology utilized by treating doctors, therapist etc.  This familiarization 

process will assist you in determining the severity of your client’s soft tissue injury 

claims and damages.  You should also know the symptoms of typical soft tissue injury 

complaints.  These symptoms or usually manifested by patient/client complaints of neck 

pain, headache, mid and lower back pain which began immediately after the trauma or, 
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most often hours, days or even weeks later.  Follow up doctor visits and therapy notes 

will show continued complaints of this nature by the client during the course of 

treatment. 

 

Terms such as sciatica, stenosis, lumbago, sprains and strains should all be 

studied to understand their meanings when applied to your client’s soft tissue 

complaints.  Do a little research to assist you in determining what causes the various soft 

tissue complaints.  By knowing the causes, you may increase your client’s financial 

recovery by highlighting those causes in your settlement demand and during your 

settlement discussions with the insurance adjusters reviewing the case.   

 

A very important method in which to prove your client’s soft tissue damages is 

through your preparing and providing a formal demand or settlement package to the 

adjuster on behalf of your client.  I believe that the most important part of the demand 

or settlement package is the damages section.  Here you identify the steps taken by your 

client to treat the injuries sustained in the incident that is the basis of the claim.  Here it 

is important to identify the provider of the medical, therapy and other treatments 

received by your client.  You should also list each date of treatment and describe the 

injuries complained of and the provider’s diagnosis and prognosis for each visit. 

   

The preparation of this section may be very time consuming for the preparer, 

however, this section also allows the author to establish with the adjuster that as the 

representative for the claimant, you are very familiar with the injuries sustained by your 
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client and that those injuries are substantiated by the treating medical and other 

providers.  You should only list or summarize the most important parts of each record 

and also exhibit that record.  After listing medical damages, you will also want to list and 

exhibit attendant billing information to include prescription cost pertaining to that 

treatment. 

   

I would then follow up with a section to establish any lost wages that your client 

has sustained as a result of the accident/incident.  It will substantiate your client’s claim 

if you submit and exhibit a list of all applicable lost wage information obtained from the 

client and his employer.  It is important that the employer’s information also include the 

client’s rate of employment compensation.  If your client is expected to have a need for 

future medical care, you should include a section in your package that expounds on that 

anticipated future medical care.  This figure reflects an accurate computation of past 

medical bills multiplied by a ratio of future anticipated rehabilitation.1 

  

Finally, you should include a section in your demand package that explains in 

summarized detail the effect that the soft tissue injuries sustained by your client have 

impacted and changed his or her life.  This section helps to establish the pain and 

suffering portion of your client’s soft tissue injury case.   

 

 This paper has not been prepared as an all-inclusive treatise on proving damages 

in soft tissue cases.  It is important to note that it has been this author’s experience that 

                                                
1 Houston D. Smith, III, Soft Tissue Injuries in Georgia, Copyright 1988 by Harrison Company. 
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by putting in the time and by preparing and reviewing closely the client’s personal 

journal or diary, and an exhaustive review and understanding of the client’s medical 

records and documented soft tissue injury complaints are the best way of “Proving 

Damages in Soft Tissue Cases”.   
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“EXHIBIT A” 

 
September 15, 2018 

 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
 
Don’t Care 
Claims Adjuster 
Opto Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 706058 
Pope, CN 32342 
 

RE:  Your Insured : Never No Never 
      No Hope, Driver 
  Our Client  : Hurt Bad 

   Claim No.  : 12345-67 
 Date of Loss : 01/26/2017 

    
 

OFFER TO SETTLE TORT CLAIM PURSUANT TO O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 
 

FOR PURPOSES OF COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT ONLY 
 
 

Dear Ms. Care: 
 
 As you are aware, this law firm represents Hurt Bad who was the driver of a 2015 
Toyota Tundra that was involved in a rear end motor vehicle crash on June 26, 2018, 
involving a 2002 Jeep Commander Base being negligently driven by your insured No 
Hope.  As with any and all communications received from this office pertaining to this 
claim, this letter and its contents are presented as an offer of compromise only and may 
not be used for evidentiary purposes, establishing jurisdictional amounts, or for other 
purposes including but not limited to presentation before a judge or jury other than to 
enforce a settlement agreement or prosecute a bad faith action.  We have enclosed all 
necessary information and documentation to allow you to fairly and expeditiously 
resolve this matter in your insured’s best interest.  However, if you contend any 
additional information is necessary, please let us know. 
 
 Please note that this is a time-limited demand available for thirty (30) days from 
the date of your receipt of this letter, after which it will be withdrawn according to its 
own terms pursuant to Southern General Ins. Co. v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 416 S.E. 2d 274 
(1992).  Any response other than acceptance of the offer presented is a counter offer and 
a specific rejection of the material terms of Ms. Bad’s settlement offer.  Given the clarity 
of both liability and damages, we will not be able to offer any extension of this offer.  As 
an agent of Opto Insurance Company who is representing your insured No Hope, we are 
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requesting that you forward a copy of this letter with your recommendations to your 
insured.  We ask that you make your insured aware of her rights and remedies in a bad 
faith situation and advise her that a plaintiff is not required to accept any assignment, 
leaving your insured’s personal and real property open to any potential future adverse 
judgment.  Upon reaching a settlement on behalf of our client pertaining to this offer, a 
release referencing the appropriate parties to be released including but not limited to 
your insured driver and your company will be signed by our client and returned to you. 

 
 

LIABILITY AND DAMAGES 
 

LEGAL LIABILITY 
 
 No Hope was negligent and reckless in the operation of the 2007 Jeep 
Commander Base she was driving when she followed too closely and without warning 
struck the rear of the vehicle being driven by our client.  After the collision, an 
investigating officer arrived on the scene and upon speaking with both drivers noted in 
the “GEORGIA UNIFORM MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT” “All three vehicles 
were slowing down due to heavy traffic ahead…vehicle #1 attempted to slow down, she 
then struck vehicle #2 on the rear bumper.” The investigating officer issued No Hope 
“CITATION# XY99467” for “FOLLOWING TOO CLOSELY 40-6-49.”  (Exhibit A). 
 
 No Hope was negligent in following too closely and causing this motor vehicle 
crash and the subsequent bodily injuries sustained by our client, Hurt Bad.   
     
 

PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES 
 
 
Sunshine County Emergency Services 
(EMT Paramedic) 
 
 Immediately following the motor vehicle crash she was involved in, EMTs arrived 
at the scene and examined and assisted Hurt Bad prior to transporting her to the 
hospital.  During the initial roadside examination of the patient, EMTs noted:  “Chief 
Complaint:  Back pain . . . LOWER BACK HAS PAIN WITH MOVEMENT . . .”          
 
 Sunshine County Emergency Services records are attached hereto as (Exhibit 
B). 
 
 
Putty Medical Center  
(Meet Jetson, M.D.) 
 
 Following this rear end motor vehicle collision she was involved in as a driver, 
Hurt Bad was transported by ambulance to the Putty Medical Center’s Emergency 
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Department on January 26, 2017, for an examination and treatment.  During her ED 
visit, a physical examination of the patient was conducted and the examiner noted the 
following:  “Patient presents now for evaluation of neck and upper back pain . . . 
Musculoskeletal:  back pain (upper back) muscle pain neck pain . . . Neck: . . . 
paraspinous muscle tender (tenderness noted along trapezius muscles bilaterally . . . 
Primary Impression:  Cervical strain . . . Strain of muscle, fascia and tendon at neck 
level . . . Prescriptions Tramadol Hcl (Ultram)50 Mg . . . Cyclobenzaprine Hcl 10 Mg . 
. . Ibuprofen 800 Mg . . .”  Patient was subsequently released with follow up 
instructions.   
 
 Patient’s Putty Medical Center records are attached hereto as (Exhibit C). 
 
 
Blue Luck Clinic  
(Joe Snotty, M.D.) 
 
 After experiencing continued pain following being involved in this motor vehicle 
collision, Hurt Bad was examined at the Blue Luck Clinic on February 1, 2017, and 
during her initial examination, the examiner noted:  “[Chief Complaints – History 
of Present Illness] Headache, dizziness, neck pain, chest pain (thorax), upper back 
pain, and lower back pain . . . neck, upper and lower back pain is 9/10 . . . difficulty to 
motion . . . [EXAM CHECKS]  Abnormal – General Appearance . . . Abnormal – Neck 
. . . Abnormal – Chest (breast) . . . Abnormal - Back. . . Abnormal – Musculoskeletal . . . 
Abnormal – Neurological . . . [OBJECTIVE – EXAM] . . . Painful appearance . . . 
NECK/MUSCULOSKELETAL/NEUROLOGICAL:  - Pain to the motion (9/10) to the 
lateral sides, flexion and extension of the neck . . . tenderness (9/10) to palpation on 
cervical spine and both paravertebral sides of the posterior and lateral aspect of the neck 
. . . CHEST (THORACIC CAGE)/LUNGS: - Tenderness 8/10 to palpation on the left side 
of thorax, and sternum’s area (central area of the chest) . . . 
BACK/MUSCULOSKELETAL/NEUROLOGICAL: . . . intense pain . . . to palpation on 
thoracic spine, and both paravertebral areas . . . limitation of ROM . . . intense pain . . . 
lumbar area . . . on both paravertebral areas of lumbar spine.” 
 
 Record further notes: “. . . [ASSESSMENT & PLAN] . . . ACUTE PAIN DUE TO 
TRAUMA . . . HEADACHE . . . DIZZINESS AND GIDDINESS . . . SPRAIN OF 
LIGAMENTS OF CERVICAL SPINE . . . SPRAIN OF JOINTS AND LIGAMENTS OF 
OTH PRT NECK . . . CERVICALGIA . . . CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED BACK WALL 
OF THORAX . . . CHEST PAIN . . . SOFT TISSUE DISORD RELATED TO 
USE/PRESSURE MULTIPLE SITE . . . PAIN IN THORACIC SPINE . . . LOW BACK 
PAIN . . . STIFFNESS 
 
OF UNSPECIFIED JOINT . . . MUSCLE SPASM OF BACK . . . CONTRACTURE OF 
MUSCLE . . . OTHER MUSCLE SPASM . . .” 
 
 Prior to being released, patient underwent continuous evaluations and treatment 
during the period of February 1, 2017 through April 7, 2017.   
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 Blue Luck Clinic, LLC records are attached hereto as (Exhibit D). 
 
 

MEDICAL EXPENSES 
 
 Attached is a summary of medical and other treatment expenses for our client, 
Hurt Bad, covering the period June 26, 2018 to the present.  All the reported expenses 
were a direct and proximate result of the injuries she sustained in the motor vehicle 
crash she was involved in that was caused by the negligence of your insured driver. 
 
1. Sunshine County Emergency Services  $   813.00 
 
2. Putty Medical Center    $   993.00 
 
3. Putty Medical Center ER Physicians  $   835.00 
 
4. Imaging Greatness     $    55.00 
 
5. Blue Luck Clinic, LLC    $7,225.00 
        ________ 
TOTAL:       $9,921.00  
 
 Medical expense records are attached hereto as (Exhibit E). 

 
 

PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

 Hurt Bad sustained significant injuries due to this unexpected rear end motor 
vehicle crash she was involved in caused by the negligence of your insured driver.   
 
   

SETTLEMENT DEMAND 
 
 Based on the facts and injuries as set forth in this demand letter, and in an 
attempt to resolve this claim expeditiously and without litigation, we hereby demand on 
behalf of our client Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) as full and final settlement 
and compromise of this claim against your insured.  Please be aware that the potential 
liability in this case, should we go to trial, could far exceed the Sixty Thousand Dollars 
($60,000.00) we are currently asking as a full and final settlement of this pending 
claim.  Finally, should Opto Insurance Company refuse this opportunity to obtain a 
release in favor of your insured that will absolve her of the possibility of any future 
personal liability to our client, please be advised that we intend to offer this letter as 
evidence in any subsequent bad faith suit against Opto Insurance Company pertaining 
to this claim.  Where an insurer violates its fiduciary duty to its insured and puts its 
interest superior to its insured, such conduct may be found to be tortuous, either 
negligent or in bad faith.  Thomas v. Atlanta Gas. Co., 253 Ga. App. 199, 558 S.E.2d 432 
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 This demand will be held open for thirty (30) days from your date of receipt.  We 
must receive your written response by that date (facsimile or e-mail acceptable).  Please 
forward the settlement check made jointly payable to Hurt Bad and our law firm as well 
as a release document to my attention no later than ten (10) days after your written 
acceptance of this offer to settle.  Timely payment is an essential element of your 
acceptance of this settlement offer.  This firm’s Tax Identification Number is 99-
9999999.  We will be happy to provide a signed W-9 upon your request, but such a 
request will not extend any time limits previously discussed pertaining to this offer.  If 
you have questions or need to further discuss this claim and demand, please do not 
hesitate to contact me.  

 
   Sincerely, 

  
 
 
 
 

Great K. Lawyer 
 
GKL/lol 
Enclosures 
 
cc: Hurt Bad 
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“EXHIBIT B” 

 
September 15, 2018 

 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
 
Nice Caring 
Claims Adjuster 
Opto Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 706058 
Pope, CN 32342 
 

RE:  Your Insured : Never No Never 
      No Hope, Driver 
  Our Client  : Hurt Bad n/b/f Kidd Bad, a minor 

   Claim No.  : 12345-67 
 Date of Loss : 01/26/2017 

 
   

OFFER TO SETTLE TORT CLAIM PURSUANT TO O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 
 

FOR PURPOSES OF COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT ONLY 
 
 

Dear Ms. Caring: 
 
 As you are aware, this law firm represents Hurt Bad n/b/f of Kidd Bad, a minor, 
child who was a front seat passenger in a 2015 Toyota Tundra that was involved in a rear 
end motor vehicle crash on January 26, 2018, involving a 2002 Jeep Commander Base 
being negligently driven by your insured No Hope.  As with any and all communications 
received from this office pertaining to this claim, this letter and its contents are 
presented as an offer of compromise only and may not be used for evidentiary purposes, 
establishing jurisdictional amounts, or for other purposes including but not limited to 
presentation before a judge or jury other than to enforce a settlement agreement or 
prosecute a bad faith action.  We have enclosed all necessary information and 
documentation to allow you to fairly and expeditiously resolve this matter in your 
insured’s best interest.  However, if you contend any additional information is 
necessary, please let us know. 
 
 Please note that this is a time-limited demand available for thirty (30) days from 
the date of your receipt of this letter, after which it will be withdrawn according to its 
own terms pursuant to Southern General Ins. Co. v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 416 S.E. 2d 274 
(1992).  Any response other than acceptance of the offer presented is a counter offer and 
a specific rejection of the material terms of Ms. Bad’s settlement offer on behalf of her 
minor child, Kidd Bad.  Given the clarity of both liability and damages, we will not be 
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able to offer any extension of this offer.  As an agent of Opto Insurance Company who is 
representing your insured No Hope, we are requesting that you forward a copy of this 
letter with your recommendations to your insured.  We ask that you make your insured 
aware of her rights and remedies in a bad faith situation and advise her that a plaintiff is 
not required to accept any assignment, leaving your insured’s personal and real property 
open to any potential future adverse judgment.  Upon reaching a settlement on behalf of 
our client pertaining to this offer, a release referencing the appropriate parties to be 
released including but not limited to your insured driver and your company will be 
signed by our client and returned to you. 

 
 

LIABILITY AND DAMAGES 
 

LEGAL LIABILITY 
 
 No Hope was negligent and reckless in the operation of the 2007 Jeep 
Commander Base she was driving when she followed too closely and without warning 
struck the rear end of the vehicle our client was riding in as a front seat passenger.  After 
the collision, an investigating officer arrived on the scene and upon speaking with both 
drivers noted in the “GEORGIA UNIFORM MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT” 
“All three vehicles were slowing down due to heavy traffic ahead . . . vehicle #1 
attempted to slow down, she then struck vehicle #2 on the rear bumper.” The 
investigating officer issued No Hope “CITATION# XX99467” for “FOLLOWING TOO 
CLOSELY 40-6-49.”  (Exhibit A). 
 
 No Hope was negligent in following too closely and causing this motor vehicle 
crash and the subsequent bodily injuries sustained by our minor client, Kidd Bad.   
     
 

PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES 
 
 
Sunshine County Emergency Services 
(EMT Paramedic) 
 
 Immediately following the motor vehicle crash she was involved in, EMTs arrived 
at the scene and examined and assisted the minor child Kidd Bad prior to transporting 
her to the hospital.  During the initial roadside examination of the patient, EMTs noted:  
“NARRATIVE . . . PAIN WITH MOVEMENT TO LUMBER BACK AREA . . . CHIEF 
COMPLAINT(S):  BACK PAIN . . .”          
 
 Sunshine County Emergency Services records are attached hereto as (Exhibit 
B). 
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Putty Medical Center  
(Meet Jetson, M.D.) 
 
 Following this rear end motor vehicle collision she was involved in as a 
passenger, Kidd Bad was transported by ambulance to the Putty Medical Center’s 
Emergency Department on January 26, 2017, for an examination and treatment.  
During her ED visit, a physical examination of the patient was conducted and the 
examiner noted the following:  “Child is brought here for evaluation of upper back 
[back] pain and neck pain . . . Musculoskeletal:  back pain (upper back) neck pain . . . 
Primary Impression:  Upper back strain . . . Strain of muscle and tendon of back wall 
of thorax . . . Prescriptions Ibuprofen . . . 100 Mg . . .”  Patient was subsequently 
released with follow up instructions.   
 
 Patient’s Putty Medical Center records are attached hereto as (Exhibit C). 
 
 
Blue Luck Clinic  
(Joe Snotty, M.D.) 
 
 After experiencing continued pain following being involved in this motor vehicle 
collision, the minor child Kidd Bad was examined at the Blue Luck Clinic on February 1, 
2017, and during her initial examination, the examiner noted:  “[Chief Complaints – 
History of Present Illness] Thoracic pain (Ribs – Left/Right), upper back and lower 
back pain, also left leg pain . . . [EXAM CHECKS]  Abnormal – General Appearance . . 
. Abnormal – Chest (breast) . . . Abnormal - Back. . . . Abnormal – Musculoskeletal . . . 
Abnormal – Neurological . . . Abnormal – Extremities [OBJECTIVE – EXAM] . . . 
Very painful appearance . . . CHEST (THORACIC CAGE/RIBS LEFT AND RIGHT 
SIDE)/LUNGS: - Very intense pain 8/10 to palpation on the both sides of thorax (ribs-
left and right side), and sternum’s area (central area of the chest) . . . 
BACK/MUSCULOSKELETAL/NEUROLOGICAL:  - Pain to the motion (9/10) to the 
lateral sides, flexion and extension of the neck . . . tenderness (9/10) to palpation on 
cervical spine and both paravertebral sides of the posterior and lateral aspect of the neck 
. . . BACK/MUSCULOSKELETAL/NEUROLOGICAL: . . . intense pain . . . to palpation 
on thoracic spine, and both paravertebral areas . . . limitation of ROM (8/10) to flexion, 
extension, lateral and rotation movements of the thorax . . . intense pain . . . palpitation 
the lumbar area, and on both paravertebral areas of lumbar spine . . . EXTREMITIES:  - 
Left leg important pain . . . external aspect . . . [ASSESSMENT & PLAN] . . . ACUTE 
PAIN DUE TO TRAUMA . . . CONTUSION OF . . . BACK WALL OF THORAX . . . 
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIED PARTS OF THORAX…CHEST PAIN . . . SOFT TISSUE 
DISORD RELATED TO USE/PRESSURE MULTIPLE SITES . . . SPRAIN OF 
LIGAMENTS OF THORACIC SPINE . . . PAIN IN THORACIC SPINE . . . LOW BACK 
PAIN . . . MUSCLE SPASM OF BACK . . . CONTRACTUE OF MUSCLE . . . OTHER 
MUSCLE SPASM . . . CONTUSION OF LEFT LOWER LEG . . . PAIN IN LEFT LEG . . .” 
 
 
 Prior to being released, patient underwent continuous evaluations and treatment 
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during the period of February 1, 2017 through April 7, 2017.   
 
 Blue Luck Clinic records are attached hereto as (Exhibit D). 
 
 

MEDICAL EXPENSES 
 
 Attached is a summary of medical and other treatment expenses for our minor 
client, Kidd Bad, covering the period January 26, 2017 to the present.  All the reported 
expenses were a direct and proximate result of the injuries she sustained in the motor 
vehicle crash she was involved in that was caused by the negligence of your insured 
driver. 
 
1. Sunshine County Emergency Services  $   813.00 
 
2. Putty Medical Center    $   993.00 
 
3. Putty Medical Center ER Physicians  $   835.00 
 
4. Imaging Greatness     $    54.00 
 
5. Blue Luck Clinic     $6,030.00 
        ________ 
TOTAL:       $8,725.00  
 
 Medical expense records are attached hereto as (Exhibit E). 

 
 

PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

 The minor child Kidd Bad sustained significant injuries due to this unexpected 
motor vehicle crash she was involved in that was caused by the negligence of your 
insured driver.   
 
   

SETTLEMENT DEMAND 
 
 Based on the facts and injuries as set forth in this demand letter, and in an 
attempt to resolve this claim expeditiously and without litigation, we hereby demand on 
behalf of our client Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00) as full and final settlement 
and compromise of this claim against your insured.  Please be aware that the potential 
liability in this case, should we go to trial, could far exceed the Twenty Thousand Dollars 
($20,000.00) we are currently asking as a full and final settlement of this pending 
claim.  Finally, should Opto Insurance Company refuse this opportunity to obtain a 
release in favor of your insured that will absolve her of the possibility of any future 
personal liability to our client, please be advised that we intend to offer this letter as 
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evidence in any subsequent bad faith suit against Opto Insurance Company pertaining 
to this claim.  Where an insurer violates its fiduciary duty to its insured and puts its 
interest superior to its insured, such conduct may be found to be tortuous, either 
negligent or in bad faith.  Thomas v. Atlanta Gas. Co., 253 Ga. App. 199, 558 S.E.2d 432 
(2001). 
 
 This demand will be held open for thirty (30) days from your date of receipt.  We 
must receive your written response by that date (facsimile or e-mail acceptable).  Please 
forward the settlement check made jointly payable to Hurt Bad as n/b/f of Kidd Bad, a 
minor and our law firm as well as a release document to my attention no later than ten 
(10) days after your written acceptance of this offer to settle.  Timely payment is an 
essential element of your acceptance of this settlement offer.  This firm’s Tax 
Identification Number is 99-9999999.  We will be happy to provide a signed W-9 upon 
your request, but such a request will not extend any time limits previously discussed 
pertaining to this offer.  If you have questions or need to further discuss this claim and 
demand, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 
   Sincerely, 

  
 
 
 
 
 

Great K. Lawyer 
 
GKL/lol 
Enclosures 
 
cc: Hurt Bad 
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“EXHIBIT C” 

January 10, 2018 
 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
 
Nice Representative 
Lucky Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 706058 
Pope, CN 32342 
 
 RE: Our Client   : Helplessly Hurting 
  Your Insured  : Helplessly Hurting  
  Claim Number  : 120540 
  Date of Loss  : 09/28/2015 
 

OFFER TO SETTLE UNINSURED/UNDERINSURED (UM) 
 TORT CLAIM PURSUANT TO O.C.G.A. § 33-7-11, et seq. 

 
Dear Ms. Representative: 
 
 As you are aware, this law firm represents Helplessly Hurting the driver of a 2011 
Volkswagen Tiguan that was struck by a 2013 Dodge Journey being negligently driven 
by a third party tortfeasor Bad Deal.  Bad Deal failed to yield at the intersection of Eastin 
Road and Veterans Parkway and negligently crashed her vehicle into the vehicle 
Helplessly Hurting was driving.  As with any and all communications received from this 
office pertaining to this underinsured motorist (UM) claim, this letter and its contents 
are presented as an offer of compromise only and may not be used for evidentiary 
purposes; establishing court jurisdiction; amounts in controversy or other purposes in 
pleadings; or before a judge or jury other than to enforce a settlement agreement or 
prosecute a bad faith action.  We have enclosed all necessary information and 
documentation to allow you to fairly and expeditiously resolve this UM claim in your 
company’s best interest prior to a lawsuit being filed on our client’s behalf.  However, if 
you contend any additional information is necessary, please let us know. 
 
 Please note that this is a time-limited UM demand available for thirty (30) days 
from the date of your receipt of this letter, after which it will be withdrawn according to 
its own terms pursuant to Southern General Ins. Co. v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 416 S.E. 2d 
274 (1992).  Any response other than acceptance of the offer presented is a counter offer 
and a specific rejection of the material terms of Ms. Hurting’s UM settlement offer.  
Given the clarity of liability, damages and the injuries sustained by our client as a result 
of being involved in this motor vehicle crash, we will not be able to accommodate any 
extension to this offer.  As an agent of Lucky Insurance Company who is the UM carrier 
for Helplessly Hurting who was injured by a third party driving negligently on the date 
of this automobile crash, we assume that Lucky Insurance Company is aware of the 
potential consequences in a bad faith situation.  Upon reaching a settlement on behalf of 
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our client pertaining to this UM settlement offer, a release referencing the appropriate 
parties to be released including but not limited to your company will be signed by our 
client and returned to you.   

 
LIABILITY AND DAMAGES 

 
LEGAL LIABILITY 

 
 Bad Deal a third party tortfeasor was negligent in the operation of the 2013 
Dodge Journey that she was driving when without warning she proceeded through a 
stop sign and negligently crashed her vehicle into the passenger side of the vehicle our 
client was driving.  The investigating officer identified the Dodge Journey being driven 
by Bad Deal as “VEHICLE #1” and noted in his report as follows: “VEHICLE 1 FAILED 
TO YIELD AFTER STOPPING AT STOP SIGN AND STRUCK VEHICLE 2”  (Exhibit 
A).     
 
 As a result of negligently causing the crash between the two motor vehicles and 
because she failed to yield to oncoming traffic, Bad Deal was cited for a “STOP SIGN 
VIOLATION (40-6-72B) . . .” and subsequently entered a plea and paid a fine in the 
amount of $140.00 pertaining to that citation.   (Exhibit B).     
 
 The negligence and actions of the tortfeasor Bad Deal in failing to yield to 
oncoming traffic and causing this motor vehicle collision subsequently caused our client 
to sustain serious bodily injuries.  Finally, from the facts of this UM claim, you will find 
that our client did not contribute in any way to the cause of the crash between the two 
involved motor vehicles.     
 
 Due to the injuries Helplessly Hurting sustained that were caused solely by her 
being involved in this motor vehicle crash that was caused by the negligence of a third 
party tortfeasor, Ms. Hurting was able to secure a policy limits settlement with the third 
party tortfeasor.  Although the tortfeasor’s liability limits have been issued, Helplessly 
Hurting’s injuries and provable damages significantly exceed and exceeded the 
tortfeasor’s liability coverage.  Due to the insufficient amount of the tortfeasor’s 
available liability coverage, we are therefore submitting this UM Claim on behalf of our 
client.  Please find enclosed a copy of the tortfeasor’s liability carrier’s settlement letter 
pertaining to its policy limits settlement.  (Exhibit C).  A copy of the tortfeasor’s 
limited liability release will be forwarded once we recLeive it.  We have also included for 
your records a copy of the tortfeasor’s dec page.  (Exhibit D). 
 
    

PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES 
 
Sunshine County Emergency Services 
(EMT Paramedic) 
 Immediately following the motor vehicle crash she was involved in, EMTs arrived 
at the scene and examined and assisted Helplessly Hurting prior to transporting her to 
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the hospital.  During the initial roadside examination of the patient, EMTs noted:  “. . . 
CC of L ankle pain . . . R breast pain and R hip pain.”          
 
 Sunshine County Emergency Services records are attached hereto as (Exhibit 
E). 
 
 
Putty Hospital 
(Meet Jetson, M.D.) 
 
 Following this motor vehicle collision she was involved in, Helplessly Hurting 
was transported by ambulance to Putty Hospital Emergency Department on September 
28, 2015, for an examination and treatment.  During her ED visit, the examiner noted: 
“Pt c/o lump to right breast and pain to left foot s/p car accident . . . Motor Vehicle 
Crash This is a new problem . . . The pain is present in the back (right breast pain) . . . 
The quality of the pain is described as burning.  The pain is at a severity of 6/10 . . . 
Physical Exam: . . . Pulmonary/Chest: . . . She exhibits tenderness . . . Musculoskeletal:  
Cervical back:  She exhibits tenderness.”   
 
 Patient returned to Putty on 10/2/15 and underwent the following:  “EXAM:  XR 
CHEST PA AND LATERAL . . . INDICATION:  . . . 56 y/o female s/p MVA, 9/28/15, 
contusion right chest . . . EXAM:  XR HIP RIGHT . . . INDICATION;  . . . 56 y/o female 
s/p MVA 9/28/15, right hip pain.” 
 
 Patient returned to Putty on 10/3/15 and examiner noted: “Hospital Course:  . 
. . [page 13] recent MVA 5 days ago, who presented to the ED with right-sided facial 
numbness, right upper extremity numbness, and right lower extremity numbness . . . 
She has had cervical and lumbar spine pain since the accident . . . Neurological:  Positive 
for weakness and numbness. [page 16] . . . [page 30] . . . Plan: . . . I suspect her 
symptoms may be related to whiplash injury from her recent MVC . . .” 
 
 Patient returned to Putty on 11/9/15 and examiner noted:  “. . . INDICATION:   
56-year-old with palpable area of concern, with some tenderness, right breast.  She 
states trauma to the breast from MVA several months ago in this area . . . Ultrasound 
was performed right breast . . . position in the area palpable concern.  There is an ill-
defined ovoid area of increased echogenicity within breast just deep to the skin . . . 
Findings are suggestive of benign breast bruising.  Six-month follow-up recommended 
for regression.” 
 
 Patient returned to Putty on 5/4/16 and examiner noted:  “Pain In Left Leg . . . 
HISTORY:  Left lower extremity pain and swelling.” 
 
 Patient returned to Putty on 7/27/16 and examiner noted:  “Unspecified lump in 
breast . . . Findings:  . . . There is a small cystic area . . .” 
           
 Putty Hospital records are attached hereto as (Exhibit F). 
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Gee Wiz Medical Care Center 
(Talk Much, M.D.) 
 
 Due to experiencing continuing pain to her right breast (lump) and lower back 
pain following this automobile collision she was involved in, Ms. Hurting was examined 
by Doctor Much who noted: “. . . bad accident last month where the seat belt hit this 
area.  It was bruised and really tender.  She then noticed a lump in that area that is 
tender to touch.  Also lower back pain from the accident . . . Breast Exam:  . . . Right 
breast with small 1 cm mobile tender mass palpated at 3’oclock.”   
 
 Gee Wiz Medical Center records are attached hereto as (Exhibit G). 
 
Hush Primary Care 
(Best Friend, M.D.) 
 
 Due to suffering continuing discomfort and pain, Mrs. Hurting was examined at 
Hush Primary Care on 11/05/15 with a “Chief Complaint  MVA 9/28/15, lower back 
pain . . . Subjective MVA 0n 9/28/15, has had L sided weakness and pain.  Pain, 
stiffness and cruching sound with neck movements. R foot goes weak while driving at 
times . . . Assessment . . . Trauma to spinal cord . . . Acute lower back pain . . . Painful 
neck . . .” 
 
 Hush Primary Care records are attached hereto as (Exhibit H). 
 
Blue Luck Rehab 
(Joe Snotty, M.D.) 
(Umbrella Hook, PT) 
 
 Helplessly Hurting was referred to Blue Luck Rehab for physical therapy and 
during her initial examination the therapist noted, “Presenting Problems:  . . . 
Awakened by pain, severe . . . Decreased functional/ADL status, moderate to severe . . . 
Difficulty climbing stairs, moderate to severe . . . Difficulty driving, moderate to severe . 
. . Difficulty sitting, moderate to severe . . . Difficulty Standing, severe . . . Difficulty 
walking, moderate to severe . . . pain is located L side of Low back>neck 
ASSESSMENT:  . . . Patient presents with signs and symptoms that are consistent 
with . . . The current impairments identified include: Patient presents with decreased 
lumbar ROM, bilat hip strength deficits, decreased jt mobility, decreased tissue 
extensibility, TTP, pain . . .”   
 
 Patient received therapy sessions during the period November 16, 2015 through 
March 17, 2016. 
 Patient was released on March 22, 2016, as follows:  “ASSESSMENT:  . . . 
Patient has progressed very well with therapy with improvements in ROM, strength and 
pain noted . . . Patient reports no difficulty with any functional activities at this time but 
does relay continued discomfort with walking extended distances for fitness.” 
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 Blue Luck Rehab records are attached hereto as (Exhibit I). 
 
 

MEDICAL EXPENSES 
 
 Attached, is a summary of medical, therapy and other related expenses for our 
client Helplessly Hurting covering the period September 28, 2015 to the present.  All the 
reported expenses were a direct and proximate result of the injuries she sustained in the 
motor vehicle collision she was injured in caused by the negligence of your insured 
driver who failed to yield to oncoming traffic and caused a collision between the two 
motor vehicles. 
 
 1. Sunshine County Emergency Services  $     646.45 
 
 2. Putty Hospital     $24,277.97  
 
 3. Costly Emergency Physicians, LLC  $     605.00 
  
 4. Happy Radiology and Med Imaging  $  1,064.00 
 
 5. Gee Wiz Medical Center    $  1,165.00 
  
 6. Hush Primary Care     $     265.00 
 7. Blue Luck Rehab      $  8,526.00 
         _________  
TOTAL:        $36,549.42  
 
 Medical expense records are attached hereto as (Exhibit J). 

 
 

LOST WAGES 
 
 Helplessly Hurting was employed on the date of this incident by The Shi Shi 
Drink Company as an Executive Administrator.  She has missed approximately 27.75 
hours from work due to the injuries she sustained from being involved in this motor 
vehicle collision caused by the negligence of a third party tortfeasor.  She was 
compensated at a rate of $31.37 per hour which establishes total lost wages resulting 
from this crash she was involved in the amount of $870.52.     
  
 Lost wage information is attached hereto as (Exhibit K). 
 

PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

 Helplessly Hurting has undergone aggressive medical and other treatment to 
alleviate the significant pain she has had to endure due to injuries she sustained as a 
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result of this unexpected motor vehicle collision she was involved in.  Her injuries and 
the excruciating pain she has had to endure were all proximately caused by the 
negligence of a third party tortfeasor who negligently failed to yield to oncoming traffic 
and who crashed her vehicle into our client’s vehicle causing her to sustain serious 
bodily injuries.   
 

SETTLEMENT DEMAND 
 
 Based on the facts damages and injuries as set forth in this letter, we hereby 
demand on behalf of our client Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) as a full 
and final settlement and compromise of this UM claim.  Please be aware that the 
potential liability in this case, should we go to trial, could far exceed the Twenty Five 
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) we are currently claiming as a full and final settlement 
of this pending UM claim.  Finally, should Lucky Insurance Company refuse this 
opportunity to settle this UM claim, please be advised that we intend to offer this letter 
as evidence in any subsequent bad faith suit against Lucky Insurance Company.  Where 
an insurer violates its fiduciary duty to its insured and puts its interest superior to its 
insured, such conduct may be found to be tortuous, either negligent or in bad faith.  
Thomas v. Atlanta Gas. Co., 253 Ga. App. 199, 558 S.E.2d 432 (2001). 
 
 This UM demand will be held open for thirty (30) days from your date of receipt.  
We must receive your written response by that date (facsimile or email acceptable).  
Please forward the settlement check made jointly payable to Helplessly Hurting and our 
law firm as well as a general release document to my attention no later than ten (10) 
days after your written acceptance of this offer to settle.  Timely payment is an essential 
element of your acceptance of this settlement offer.  This firm’s Tax Identification 
Number is 99-999999.  We will be happy to provide a signed W-9 upon your request, 
but such a request will not extend any time limits previously discussed pertaining to this 
offer.   If you have questions or need to further discuss this claim and demand, please do 
not hesitate to contact me.    

 
   Sincerely, 

  
 

Great K. Lawyer 
 
GKL/lol 
 
Enclosures 
 
cc: Helplessly Hurting 
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“EXHIBIT D” 

June 27, 2018 
 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
 
Nice Representative 
Lucky Insurance Company 
P.O. Box 706058 
Pope, CN 32342 
 
 RE: Our Client   : Helplessly Hurting 
  Your Insured  : Lollipop and Taffy House  
  Claim Number  : 120540 
  Date of Loss  : 07/01/2011 
   

 
 

BAD FAITH DEMAND LETTER 
 

FOR PURPOSES OF COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT ONLY 
 
 

Dear Mr. Representative: 
 
 This law firm represents Helplessly Hurting, a former tenant who rented an 
apartment on the premises of your insured Lollipop and Taffy House.  As you are aware, 
Mr. Hurting was severely injured on July 1, 2011, when he was struck about his head, 
shoulders and body by a cabinet that was improperly secured on the wall in the 
apartment he was renting.  As with any and all communications, this letter and its 
contents are presented as an offer of compromise and may not be used for evidentiary or 
other purposes before a judge or jury other than to enforce a settlement agreement or 
prosecute a bad faith action.  We have enclosed all necessary information and 
documentation to allow you to fairly and expeditiously resolve this matter in your 
insured’s best interest.  However, if you contend any additional information is 
necessary, please let us know. 
 
 Please note that this is a time-limited demand available for thirty (30) days from 
the date of this letter, after which it will be withdrawn according to its own terms 
pursuant to   Southern General Ins. Co. v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 416 S.E. 2d 274 (1992).  
Any response other than acceptance of the offer presented is a counter offer and a 
specific rejection of the material terms of Mr. Hurting’s settlement offer.  Given the 
clarity of both liability and damages, we will not be able to offer any extension of this 
offer.  As an agent of Lucky Insurance Company representing Lollipop and Taffy House, 
who are your insured, we are requesting that you forward this letter with your 
recommendations to Mr. and Mrs. House.  We ask that you make your insured aware of 
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their rights and remedies in a bad faith situation as well as advise them that a plaintiff is 
not required to accept any assignment, leaving your insured personal and real property 
open to a judgment.    
 

LIABILITY AND DAMAGES 
 

   As you know, on the date that he was injured on the insured premises, Mr. 
Hurting was a tenant (O.C.G.A. § 44-7-1) renting a garage apartment from your insured 
Mr. and Mrs.  House (landlords).  Mr. Hurting on the date of the incident which is the 
basis of this demand was not a resident of the owners’ household but was a person on 
the insured location with the permission of the insured, Mr. and Mrs. House.  
Subsequent to the cabinet falling on him at the rented premises, Mr. Hurting sustained 
serious bodily injuries requiring extensive surgery and therapy (Exhibit A).  Mr. 
Hurting also missed a significant amount of time from work because of his injuries and 
incurred significant lost wages as a result thereof.  In Georgia, it is well established 
statutory law that “the landlord must keep the premises in repair…”  (O.C.G.A. § 44-7-
13), and that “… the landlord is responsible … for damages arising from the failure to 
keep the premises in repair.”  (O.C.G.A. § 44-7-14).  Secondly, and most importantly, “in 
any contract, lease ... for the use or rental of real property as a dwelling place, a landlord 
or a tenant may not waive, assign, transfer, or otherwise avoid any of the rights, duties, 
or remedies contained in the following provisions of law ... relating to the duties of a 
landlord as to repairs ... relating to the liability of a landlord for failure to repair …” 
(O.C.G.A. § 44-7-2 et seq.).            
 
 The “General Assembly has consistently expressed the public policy of this state 
as one in favor of imposing upon the landlord liability for damages to others from … 
failure to keep the landlord’s premises in repair.  The expressed public policy in favor of 
landlord liability is matched by an equally strong and important public policy in favor of 
preventing unsafe residential housing.”  Thompson v. Crownover, 259 Ga. 126, 381 
S.E.2d 283 (1989).    
 
 
  As a result of the injuries he sustained after being struck in the head, shoulder 
and body by a cabinet on the rented premises, Mr. Hurting incurred medical expenses 
including surgery cost in excess of $59,412.27 (Exhibit B).  Mr. Hurting lost wages as a 
result of his injuries in excess of $38,604.96 (Exhibit C).  Mr. Hurting sustained 
permanent injuries resulting from this incident as well.  Although you have previously 
indicated (Exhibit D) that your company denies liability in this matter, we believe the 
facts, evidence and the applicable statutory law as well as the public policy of this state 
establishes the negligence of your insured in failing to keep the premises in repair in 
accordance with Georgia law.  We also believe that because of the public policy of this 
state and the applicable statutory law, your company will not be able to circumvent 
covering the damages sustained by our client as a result of this incident.   
 
 As we are sure you are aware, an insurer has the duty to give equal consideration 
to the financial interest of the insured as well as to the financial interest of the insurance 
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company.  The insurer is bound to exercise equal consideration of its assets as compared 
to its insured’s assets when deciding whether to settle claims.  Great American 
Insurance Company v. Exum, 123 Ga. App. 515, 181 S.E. 2d 704 (1971) (question is 
whether the insurer’s choice to pursue the right (of litigation) in view of the existing 
circumstances is one which gives equal consideration to the interest of the insured, and 
that is normally a jury question).  Where the insurance company exhibits bad faith in 
failing to protect its insured, the insurance company may be liable for damages to its 
insured for failure to settle a claim within the limits of the insured’s policy, including, 
damages constituting the excess portion of the judgment.  See Southern General.    
Where the evidence against the insurer supports “a finding of willful misconduct or that 
entire want of care which would raise the presumption of a conscious indifference to 
consequences,” the insured may recover punitive damages from their insurer, as well as 
require the insurer to indemnify the insured for any excess judgment.  See State Farm 
Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Smoot, 381 F.2d 331 (5th Cir. 1967). 
 
 Based on the facts and injuries as set forth in this demand letter, we hereby 
demand on behalf of our client, Helplessly Hurting, the policy limits of $500,000.00 as 
full and final settlement and compromise of this claim against your insured.  Please be 
aware that the potential liability in this case, should we go to trial, could far exceed the 
policy limits of your insured.  Because the statute of limitations pertaining to this claim 
will run towards the end of July 2011, it is our intent to file a lawsuit against your 
insured by that date should we be unable to resolve this matter amicably.  Finally, 
should Lucky Insurance Company refuse this opportunity to obtain a release in favor of 
your insured that will absolve them of the possibility of any future personal liability to 
our client, Helplessly Hurting, please be advised that we intend to offer this letter as 
evidence in any subsequent bad faith suit against Lucky Insurance Company.  Where an 
insurer violates its fiduciary duty to its insured and puts its interest superior to its 
insured, such conduct may be found to be tortuous, either negligent or in bad faith.  
Thomas v. Atlanta Gas. Co., 253 Ga. App. 199, 558 S.E.2d 432 (2001). 
 
 This demand will be held open through COB July 27, 2012.  We must receive your 
written response by that date (facsimile acceptable).  Please forward the policy limits 
settlement check made jointly payable to Helplessly Hurting and our law firm as well as 
a release document to my attention.  If you have questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me.  

 
   Sincerely, 

  
 

 
 

Great K. Lawyer 
 
GKL/apd 
 
5 Enclosures 
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“EXHIBIT E” 
 
 

January 11, 2019 
 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
 
Hardly Ever Pays Insurance Company 
Attn.:  Tony LowBall  
P.O. Box 6345789 
Too Far, NV  81099-3099 

 
RE:  Your Insured  : Catch Me If You Can, LLC 
      Its My Fault, Driver  

   Our Client  : Ima Hurting 
   Claim No.  : 911-HA 

 Date of Loss  : 07/12/2018 
   

OFFER TO SETTLE TORT CLAIM PURSUANT TO O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 
FOR PURPOSES OF COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT ONLY 

 
 

Dear Mr. LowBall: 
 
 As you are aware, this law firm represents Ima Hurting the driver of the 2014 Honda 
Cadillac that was involved in a motor vehicle crash on July 12, 2018 with a 2018 Dodge being 
negligently driven by your insured’s driver Its My Fault.  Mr. My Fault failed to yield and 
attempted to make a left turn into oncoming traffic and crashed into the vehicle being driven by 
our client.  As with any and all communications received from our office pertaining to this claim, 
this letter and its contents are presented as an offer of compromise only and may not be used for 
evidentiary purposes, establishing jurisdictional amounts, or for other purposes including but not 
limited to presentation before a judge or jury other than to enforce a settlement agreement or to 
prosecute a bad faith action.  We have enclosed all necessary information and documentation to 
allow you to fairly and expeditiously resolve this matter in your insured driver’s best interest.  
However, if you contend any additional information is necessary, please let us know. 
 
 Please note that this is a time-limited demand available for thirty (30) days from the date 
of your receipt of this letter, after which it will be withdrawn according to its own terms pursuant 
to Southern General Ins. Co. v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 416 S.E. 2d 274 (1992).  Any response other 
than acceptance of the offer presented is a counter offer and a specific rejection of the material 
terms of Ms. Ima Hurting’s settlement offer.  Given the clarity of both liability and damages, we 
will not be able to offer any extension of this offer.  As an agent of Catch Me If You Can, LLC 
and its driver Its My Fault, we are requesting that you forward a copy of this letter with your 
recommendations to your insured’s driver.  We ask that you make your insured’s driver aware of 
his rights and remedies in a bad faith situation and advise him that a plaintiff is not required to 
accept any assignment, leaving your insured’s driver’s personal and real property open to any 
potential future adverse judgment.  Upon reaching a settlement on behalf of our client pertaining 
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to this offer, a release referencing the appropriate parties to be released including but not limited 
to your insured, its driver and your company will be signed by our client and returned to you. 

 
LIABILITY AND DAMAGES 

LEGAL LIABILITY 
 
	 Its My Fault was negligent and reckless in the operation of the 2018 Dodge  truck he was 
driving on the date of this incident.  Its My Fault negligently attempted to make a left turn into 
oncoming traffic and violently crashed the truck he was driving into a Honda Cadillac that was 
being driven by our client Ms. Ima Hurting.  Its My Fault therefore was negligent in failing to 
yield to oncoming traffic and without warning crashing the Dodge truck he was driving into our 
client’s vehicle.  After being involved in this motor vehicle crash, Ms. Ima Hurting sustained 
serious bodily injuries and subsequently traveled to a local hospital where she was examined and 
treated due to injuries she sustained in this crash.    
 

Upon arriving at the scene, an investigating officer prepared a “GEORGIA MOTOR 
VEHICLE CRASH REPORT” in which he identified your insured’s driver Its My Fault as “D1” 
and the truck he was driving as “V1” and further noted: 

 
 “D1 . . . SAID THE ACCIDENT WAS HIS FAULT . . . HE SAID HE . . . THOUGHT 

HE WAS CLEAR, SO HE ATTEMPTED TO MAKE A LEFT TURN, CAUSING THE FRONT 
END OF HIS VEHICLE TO COLLIDE WITH . . . VEHICLE 2 . . . D2 REPORTED CHEST 
AND KNEE PAIN ON SCENE . . . FROM ALL PARTIES ON SCENE, I FOUND D1 TO BE 
AT FAULT . . . AND CITED HIM FOR FAILURE TO YIELD AFTER STOPPING AT A 
STOP SIGN.”  (Exhibit A).   
 
 Its My Fault was negligent in failing to stop at a stop sign and negligently entering the 
intersection causing a collision with Ms. Ima Hurting’s vehicle.  Mr. My Fault also caused the 
subsequent significant bodily injuries sustained by our client as a result of this motor vehicle 
crash.  The motor vehicle being driven by Ms. Hurting sustained extensive damage as a result of 
being involved in this unexpected motor vehicle crash.   
 

PERSONAL INJURY DAMAGES 
 
Ain’t Too Good Medical Center 
(Henry The 8th, M.D.) 
 
 Immediately following the motor vehicle crash she was involved in, Ima Hurting  
traveled to the Ain’t Too Good Medical Center Emergency Department for an initial 
examination and treatment.  During her ED visit at Ain’t Too Good, a physical examination of 
the patient was conducted and the examiner noted the following: “HPI-General Illness . . .  Pt 
presents with complaints of back pain . . . Review of Systems . . . MSK: Back Pain . . . PAGE 1 
. . . PT . . . HAS LEFT KNEE AND BACK PAIN . . . Chief Complaint:  Trauma/MVC . . .” 
   
 The Ain’t Too Good Medical Center records are attached hereto as (Exhibit B). 
 
Over There Orthopedics, P.C. 
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(John Frankenstine, M.D.) 
 
 Due to suffering continuing discomfort and pain, Ima Hurting was examined at Over 
There Orthopedics on 07/15/18, with the following: “SYMPTOMS . . . NECK PAIN . . . MNID 
BACK PAIN . . . LEFT KNEE PAIN . . . CHEST PAIN . . . CERVICAL SPINE . . . tenderness 
to digital palpation and muscle tension on both sides of the cervical spine . . . hypertonicity 
present on both sides of the cervical spine . . . muscle spasm present on both sides of the cervical 
spine.  Edema and swelling is noted on both sides of the cervical spine. Subluxations are noted . . 
. C2, C3, C5,, and C6.  THORACIC SPINE . . . tenderness . . . muscle tension . . .  both sides of 
the thoracic spine . . . muscle spasm present . . . Edema and swelling is noted . . . Subluxations 
are noted . . . T1, T2, T4, T5, T9, and T12 . . . CHEST There was tenderness to digital palpation 
and muscle tension on both sides of the chest.  KNEES . . . tenderness to digital palpation and 
muscle tension . . . DIAGNOSIS . . . Sprain of ligaments of cervical spine . . . Strain of muscle, 
fascia and tendon at neck levelm . . . Sprain of ligaments of thoracic spine . . . Strain of muscle 
and tendon of back wall of thorax . . . Segmental and somatic dysfunction of Cervical region . . . 
Segmental and somatic dysfunction of Thoracic region . . . Pain in left knee.” 
 
 07/19/18 . . . IMPRESSION . . . Cervical sprain/strain . ., . Thoracic sprain/strain . . . Left 
knee sprain/strain . . . PLAN . . . continue with chiro therapy . . . I have recommended 
Chiropractic care and physiotherapeutic modalities . . . I have ordered an MRI of the cervical 
spine due to increased pain . . . In my opinion, the patient’s injuries are a direct result of the 
moving vehicle accident that occurred on July 12, 2018, and . . . complaints are consistent with 
the mechanism of injury.”  
 
 07/25/18 . . . MRI OF THE CERVICAL SPINE WITHOUT CONTRAST . . . 
straightening of the cervical spine . . . may be due to muscle spasm and/or 
hyperextension/hyperflexion injury . . . C5-6. . . There is a small central herniated disc protrusion 
in the midline touching the cord.” 
 
 08/13/18 . . . Impression . . . Right shoulder sprain/strain, possible rotator cuff tear . . . 
Cervical sprain/strain with myofascial pain . . . Right-sided facet syndrome, cervical spine . . . I 
did add in an active form of physical rehabilitation . . . for her cervical spine . . . addeded in 
naproxen 500 mg . . . for reduction of pain and Flexeril 10 mg . . . for reduction of spasms . . . In 
my opinion, the patient’s injuries are a direct result of the moving vehicle accident that occurred 
on July 12, 2018 . . . complaints are consistent with the mechanism of injury.” 
 
  08/22/18 . . . MRI OF THE RIGHT SHOULDER WITHOUT CONTRAST . . . 
IMPRESSION:  1.  There is evidence of AC joint arthropathy, fluid in the AC joing and some 
lateral downsloping to the acromion process of the scapula and spurring in the inferior margin  . . 
. contributing to medial and lateral arch impingement. Bone marrow edema on both sides of the 
AC joint . . . 2.  There is evidence of rotator cuff tendinosisand tendinopathy . . . This is 
associated with a 5 mm rim rent tear . . . evidences by a small intrasubstance and articular 
surface tear of the distal 5 mm of the supraspinatus tendon . . . fluid in the subacromial-
subdeltoid bursa . . .” 
 
 09/12/18. . . Neuromuscular:  The cervical examination reveals some tenderness to 
palpation to the right trapezius region . . . painful range of motion upon extension . . . Right 
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shoulder . . . tenderness . . . to the right trapezius . . . She has positive impingement sign . . . 
IMPRESSION . . . Rim-rent tear and intrasubstance tear of the supraspinatus tendon, right 
shoulder . . . impingement . . . 2.  Cervical sprain/strain . . . myofascial pain . . . 3.  Cervical facet 
syndrome, right . . . I provided her today with a TENS unit to assist in her myofascial complaints 
. . . Due to ongoing complaints of pain interfering with daily activities and not relieved by 
medications . . .” 
 
 09/14/18 . . . DISCHARGE PT FOR CERVICAL SPINE . . . PT completed for cervical 
region . . . She has now been referred for PT evaluation and treatment of her right shoulder . . .” 
 
 10/05/18 Chiropractic “FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION . . . The patient has been 
discharged from this office . . .” 
 
 10/10/18 . . . PHYSICAL EXAMINATION . . . Neuromuscular: . . . tenderness to 
palpation to the right trapezius region with subcutaneous nodules noted . . . Range of motion 
equal to the left, but still painful . . . exhibit a positive impingement . . . cervical examination 
reveals some mild tenderness . . . along the right facets . . . tenderness to . . . right trapezius 
region . . . painful range of motion upon extension . . . PLAN . . . patient . . . is overall reporting 
50 to 60% improvement . . . She unfortunately has had a flare-up of pain over the past couple fo 
days and I recommend proceeding with trigger point injection to address the myofascial 
complaints in the right shoulder region . . . a trigger point injection was recommended . . . Under 
aseptic technique . . . the patient was injected into multiple muscle groups . . . tolerated the 
procedure without complication . . . Due to patient’s complaints of severe pain and/or swelling, I 
have recommended an IM injection of Toradol . . . 60mg of Toradol was injected intramuscularly 
. . . without complication . . .” 
 
 10/24/18 . . . Today, she has been provided with following 30-day supply of naproxen 
500 mg . . . pain . . . and Flexeril 10 mg . . . spasms . . . patient’s treatment thus far has been 
appropriate for the injuries they incurred . . . the patient’s injuries are a direct result of the 
moving vehicle accident that occurred on July 12, 2018, and their complaints are consistent with 
the mechanism of injury.” 
 
 During the period of July 15, 2018 through October 24, 2018, the patient as a result of the 
motor vehicle crash on July 12, 2018, incurred chiropractic, physical therapy and medical 
treatment pertaining to her injuries sustained in that crash. 
 
 Over There Orthopedics, P.C. records are attached hereto as (Exhibit C). 
 

MEDICAL EXPENSES 
 
 Attached is a summary of all medical, chiropractic and physical therapy treatment 
expenses pertaining to our client, Ima Hurting, covering the period July 12, 2018 to the present.  
All the reported expenses and charges were a direct and proximate result of the injuries sustained 
in the motor vehicle crash she was involved in that was caused by the negligence of your insured 
driver while he negligently failed to yield to oncoming traffic. 
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1. Ain’t Too Good Medical Center    $ 1,926.02 
 

2. You Can Do Better Emergency Physicians, LLC   $    737.00 
 

3. Over There Orthopedics, P.C.     $15,502.00 
        _________ 

TOTAL:        $18,165.02  
 
 Medical expense records are attached hereto as (Exhibit D). 
 

PAIN AND SUFFERING 
 

 Ima Hurting sustained significant bodily injuries due to this unexpected motor vehicle 
crash she was involved in that was caused by the negligence of your insured driver.  Your 
insured failed to yield to oncoming traffic and crashed the vehicle he was driving into the vehicle 
being driven by our client causing our client to sustain significant bodily injuries.  Our client 
continues to suffer shoulder and neck pain as a result of being involved in this motor vehicle 
crash. 
 

LOST WAGES 
 
 Ima Hurting was employed as a Licensed Jump On One Leg Specialist on the date of this 
incident by The Circus Enterprises, LLC, located in New Ginny, Georgia.  Her average monthly 
income for the period of January 2018 through December 2018 was estimated at $2,677.76.  Due 
to her having to attend physical therapy, chiropractic and medical sessions related to injuries 
sustained in this incident, she has estimated total lost wages resulting from those injuries in the 
amount of $4,825.64.  Her estimated total lost wages cover the period of July 2018 through 
November 2018.  She has missed approximately 42 days of work due to treating for the injuries 
she sustained in this crash.       
 
 Lost wage information is attached hereto as (Exhibit E). 

 
SETTLEMENT DEMAND 

 
 Based on the facts and injuries as set forth in this demand letter, and in an attempt to 
resolve this claim expeditiously and without litigation, we hereby demand on behalf of our client 
One Hundred and Thirty Thousand Dollars ($130,000.00) as a full and final settlement and 
compromise of this claim against your insured.  Please be aware that the potential liability in this 
case, should we go to trial, could far exceed the One Hundred and Thirty Thousand Dollars 
($130,000.00) we are currently asking as a full and final settlement of this pending claim.  
Finally, should Hardly Ever Pays Insurance Company refuse this opportunity to obtain a release 
in favor of your insured that will absolve him of the possibility of any future personal liability to 
our client, please be advised that we intend to offer this letter as evidence in any subsequent bad 
faith suit against Hardly Ever Pays Insurance Company pertaining to this claim.  Where an 
insurer violates its fiduciary duty to its insured and puts its interest superior to its insured, such 
conduct may be found to be tortuous, either negligent or in bad faith.  Thomas v. Atlanta Gas. 
Co., 253 Ga. App. 199, 558 S.E.2d 432 (2001). 
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 This demand will be held open for thirty (30) days from your date of receipt.  We must 
receive your written response by that date (facsimile or e-mail acceptable).  Please forward the 
settlement check made jointly payable to Ima Hurting and our law firm as well as a release 
document to my attention no later than ten (10) days after your written acceptance of this offer to 
settle.  Timely payment is an essential element of your acceptance of this settlement offer.  This 
firm’s Tax Identification Number is 63-45789.  We will be happy to provide a signed W-9 upon 
your request, but such a request will not extend any time limits previously discussed pertaining 
to this offer.  If you have questions or need to further discuss this claim and demand, please do 
not hesitate to contact me.  

 
   Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

Im D. Man 
 
LES/asd 
 
Enclosures 
 
cc:	 Ima	Hurting	
   
 



2:30 SUCCESSFULLY PRESENTING YOUR CASE IN   
  MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION
  Joseph M. “Joe” Murphey, Miles Mediation &   
  Arbitration Services LLC, Atlanta
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Proving Damages at Mediation: 
A “Best Practices” Survey 

 
 This is a “Proving Damages” seminar.  Successfully proving anything begins with an 

understanding of the audience you are trying to persuade.  At mediation, that audience is the 

opposing party and their counsel – a group whose economic interests are probably directly 

opposed to the message you are trying to get across.  To better understand what motivates parties 

and counsel at mediation, I conducted a survey of attorneys who frequently mediate.  The survey 

topics include the best time to mediate, factors that are important to adjusters at mediation, 

factors important to success at mediation, mediation tactics of counsel that are most (and least) 

effective, and tactics of mediators that are most (and least) effective at mediation.  Below are 

abstracts of the data collected, and summaries of the findings. 

 At the seminar today, we will unpack the data and summaries, and we will apply this 

information to the task of proving damages (or in the case of the defense, limiting damages) in 

the context of negotiations at mediation.  This survey revealed some obvious, and some not-so-

obvious, factors that are important to attorneys who mediate.  Among the more obvious 

responses is the fact that the nature of the injury and the extent of the medical treatment are the 

leading factors in successfully obtaining a good mediation result.  Also, the best time for 

mediating a case is after enough discovery is done to “know” the case, but before expenses are 

incurred for motions and preservation depositions.  Among the surprises, at least in my 

observation, is that the number-one tactic attorneys find effective in their opposing counsel is 

knowledge of the case details.  And, while no one likes aggressive behavior, it is somewhat 

surprising that aggression was by-and-far the most frequently mentioned ineffective 

quality/tactic in opposing counsel. 
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When is the best time to mediate a case? 
SCENARIO 1: 

After filing, written discovery, and depositions, but before dispositive motions are filed/ruled 
upon.  13 (44.83%) 

SCENARIO 2: 

After completion of all discovery and dispositive motions are ruled upon.  7 (24.14%) 

SCENARIO 3: 

After filing and written discovery, but before depositions and dispositive motions.  6
 (20.69%) 

SCENARIO 4: 

Before suit is filed. 3 (10.34%) 

TOTAL 29 

 

 

 
 

Ranking of factors in terms of importance to success at mediation. 
 

Best Time To Mediate a Case

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
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SUMMARY (in order of importance): 

1. Completion of plaintiff's medical treatment 
2. Talent/skill of the mediator. 
3. Attendance at the mediation, in person, by an adjuster from the insurance carrier. 
4. Completion of discovery. 
5. Plaintiff having been explained the nature of the mediation process and pros/cons of 

his/her case before mediation. 
6. Whether mediation is voluntary or "court ordered". 
7. Entering mediation with prior offers and demands. 

 

(See “Chart 1”, attached, for data abstract) 

 
 
 
 
Ranking of factors as attorneys believe they are important to insurance 
adjusters at mediation. 
 
SUMMARY (In order of importance): 

1. Total amount of medical bills.  
2. Nature of the claimed injury. 
3. Amount of property damage (in vehicular collisions). 
4. Jurisdiction where suit is pending. 
5. Reputation/skill of plaintiff's counsel. 
6. Amount of available insurance policy limits. 
7. Reputation of treating doctors. 
8. Pending time-limited demand. 
9. Whether defendant is an individual versus a corporation.  
10. Future defense costs. 

 

(See Chart “2”, attached, for data abstract) 

 

 

What tactics by opposing counsel do you find most effective?  (Please 
indicate in your response whether you primarily represent plaintiffs or 
defendants.) 
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SUMMARY (In order of frequency): 
(1)  Provide full information and be knowledgeable about the details of the 

case. 
(2)  Be realistic in your evaluation and have the client up to speed on 

value as well. 
(3)  Be nice, empathetic and respectful to opposing counsel and client. 
(4)  Be concise and to-the-point with presentation in opening. 
(5)  Be candid about negative points as relate to your case. 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSES: 

“I represent defendants. The best thing a plaintiff's counsel can do to set up a successful 
mediation is provide complete, clear, well-organized medical treatment records and bills and a 
summary of same. Many mediations are doomed before they begin because adjusters have 
incomplete information, or are asked to evaluate new information/records within 72 hours of the 
mediation.”  

 

“Real opening-not thanks for coming we're here in good faith. Talk to Plaintiff.” 

 

“I primarily represent defendants. Unfortunately, I find it most effective when plaintiffs create 
some chaos. Whether it's unpredictable responses to offers or refusal to follow the traditional 
negotiating model, having that uncertainty seems to motivate my clients to settle at the mediation 
out of concern that the opportunity might vanish.”  

 

“Preparation and the ability along with the willingness to try a competent case. Defendants.”  

 

“I primarily represent plaintiffs. I find that it usually depends on the client. Sometimes I want 
opposing counsel to lay out the defense and other times it is best to keep the opening short so 
that the client doesn't get angry before we start negotiating.”  

 

“Short and to the point power point emphasizing the main issue - if liability is clear - skip it and 
focus on damages / if liability in dispute - emphasize it more. Short power point. Don't take more 
than 15 minutes - present something you think could impact the case - realize the adjuster knows 
the basics. I mostly do Defense, but handle more and more Plaintiff's work”.  

 

“Arguments they will raise against our client at trial.” (Represent Plaintiffs)  
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“Specific references in records to injuries and prognoses.” (I primarily represent defendants).  

 

“Mostly defense. Opening shows argument to jury and rationally explains bad points of their 
case.”  

 

from a neutral: “counsel who can teach other side why jury will rule in that counsel's favor 
without insulting other side.”  

 

“Bringing the defendant.”  

 

“I represent Ps. I appreciate when defense counsel can skillfully and honestly assess and discuss 
the strengths and weaknesses of the case.”  

 

“I’m Pl counsel. Pointing out problems with causation.”  

 

“Providing a detailed itemization of damages claimed.”  

 

“Client control and knowledge of the case.”  

 

“Depends on the case...Obstinance. Preparation. Empathy. I’ve seen each work successfully in 
different instances.”  

 

“Being nice to the plaintiff at introduction and during openings. It can take the hostility out of the 
process.”  

 

“I can’t think of a tactic that I don’t anticipate and find effective, but can think of many that 
aren't effective (i.e. blaming my client, trivializing their pain and suffering, dangling low offers 
in front if them all day hoping they will "break", etc etc).”  

 

“I’m defense- it is most effective when opposing counsel has produced all of the records and 
bills as well as authorization for records well before mediation. Also when they are realistic 
about their evaluation and prepare their clients to that effect.”  
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“I primarily represent defendants. I find it most effective when PA’s come in with well-prepared 
clients, clear on the issues before us (including having previously presented all bills and records) 
and with appropriate responses to the adjuster’s questions. Those mediations tend to run the 
smoothest.”  

 

“Presenting Facts going to plaintiff’s credibility as to underlying facts.”  

 

“As plaintiff's counsel, I appreciate deference and respect for me and the client.”  

 

“Open to the process.”  

 

“Knowledge. Rep plaintiffs”  

 

“Actually knowing the facts of your case and not over selling or over exaggerating the case.” 
(represent defendants)  

 

“Telling the truth. Not getting bogged down in posturing for the adjuster.”  

 

“I primarily represent Plaintiffs and exclusively handle a small number of catastrophic cases. 
Mediation is almost always unhelpful for our cases. The only effective tactic in my mind is 
making us sweat with their offers. Unfortunately, this rarely happens. Instead, insurance 
companies use mediation in these cases as an attempt to see how low they can get the plaintiffs' 
offer, so that they can use that as a ceiling in any future mediation or informal settlement 
discussions.”  

 

“I represent plaintiffs. I find a friendly approach by defense attorneys to be a big plus.”  

 

 

What tactics by opposing counsel do you find least effective or most 
offensive? (Please indicate whether you primarily represent plaintiffs or 
defendants.) 
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SUMMARY (In order of frequency): 
 

(1) Aggression and arrogance. 
(2) Unreasonable opening demands/offers. 
(3) Overstating strengths/understating weaknesses. 
(4) Lack of preparation and knowledge of the case. 
(5) Lack of authority to deal. 
(6) Long openings. 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSES: 

“I represent defendants. Plaintiff's counsel should be careful about being overly aggressive or 
overly confident in their opening presentations. This usually just serves to artificially inflate their 
client's expectations and set an unnecessarily adversarial tone for the mediation.”  

 

“Failure to report-have authority.”  

 

“Unless the plaintiff's counsel needs to do a dog and pony show to show his client he's capable, 
my clients and I do not really need to see that. We have considered any fact or argument they 
would advance already, and mostly it is just irritating to hear them pontificate about something 
you already know.” 

 

“Unprepared and procrastination. Defendants.”  

 

“I represent Plaintiffs. Offering to mediate and not bringing any additional authority to settle the 
case.”  

 

“Long presentations are the worst; In detail presentation of medical records are waste of time; 
and Bolstering is not effective.”  

 

“When they won't pay mediation costs when the case settles.” (Represent Plaintiffs)  

 

“Outlandish initial demands. It only prolongs the process.” (I primarily represent defendants).  
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“Primarily defense. Attitude that they would rather try case and didn’t come to settle.”  

 

from a neutral: “being abusive and insulting, making a bombastic closing argument to open the 
mediation.” 

 

“Taking hard limes in opening.”  

 

“I represent Ps. I hate when D counsel bullshit about the strengths and weaknesses of the case.”  

 

“I’m pls counsel. Arrogance”  

 

“A wildly unrealistic opening demand.”  

 

“Presenting medical bills at the last second.”  

 

“Depends on the case and who the opposing counsel is, but anger, yelling, and refusal to listen 
have been ineffective.”  

 

“Being overly aggressive and antagonistic during introductions.”  

 

“Raising last offer, barely moving off a high demand, not having produced all bills and records.”  

 

“It doesn’t work well at all when the demand is at policy limits for cases where the medicals do 
not justify such demands. It turns off the adjuster and makes it harder to negotiate the case. 
Additionally, seeking compensation for items not backed by supporting documentation make it 
harder to get the adjuster to consider things that may be reasonable because they become 
skeptical.”  

 

“Personal attacks or threats. Plaintiffs.” 

 

“Belaboring the obvious.”  
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“Too aggressive.” 

 

“Irrelevant things like bills too high or getting reductions. Dr rep in legal community.”  

 

“Creating unreasonable and unrealistic expectations for their clients and “gotcha” tactics either in 
discovery or via unreasonable time limit demands.” (represent defendants).  

 

“Not honestly evaluating the weaknesses of the case.”  

 

“Opening presentations do nothing for me or my clients in our cases. We almost never give 
them. Waiting a long time to counter our proposals. I suppose they think this makes us sweat. It 
really just annoys us, and often gives us enough time to dig in even harder on our position 
(because we've had even more time to think and discuss it). Talking down to my client is another 
way to end a mediation quickly. This has actually happened.” 

 

“Drawing an early line in the sand is not conducive to success.”  

 

 

What do mediators do that you find most effective? 
 
SUMMARY (In order of frequency) 
 

(1) Push the parties to move; challenge their positions. 
(2) Build trust / establish rapport with the client. 
(3) Explain the risks to the client. 
(4) Listen / learn what’s important to the parties. 
(5) Give an honest evaluation of the case. 
(6) Maintain control of the process; keep all engaged. 
(7) Serve good food. 

 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSES: 
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“The best mediators are able to make the decision makers on each side feel like they are the ones 
driving the bus, while still guiding and reshaping their perception of the case.” 

 

“Move parties off fixed positions by explanation of risk. Feed us well!”  

 

“Building trust with my client is important. Listening to the facts and reading mediation 
statements is the best way to start that relationship. Good mediators know the line between being 
persuasive and being manipulative.”  

 

“Relate to the plaintiff and their plight.”  

 

“Develop a good rapport with the client.”  

 

“Challenge positions; ask adjusters tough questions; Keep pushing until the impasse is real.”  

 

“Expressing to each side what they risk by going to court, especially explaining to the client. 
(Plaintiff)  

 

“Have a good, early "come to Jesus" talk with the plaintiff and then move on to either resolving 
the claim or calling an impasse if the Plaintiff remains at a number that is obviously too high.” 

 

“Develop rapport with clients/parties. Help each side see strengths/weaknesses. Find creative 
ways to be bridge the gaps.”  

 

from a neutral: “Get both sides to listen to the other and to the mediator.”  

 

“Talk directly to my clients about the strengths and weaknesses.”  

 

“Push hard on both sides. Independent meetings with client.”  
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“Intelligent, skillful and completely unbiased assessment of the case without regard for anything 
else. Willingness to be brutally honest and straight forward with all involved.”  

 

“Pushing both sides being brutally honest.”  

 

“Get to know the case and have a pre-mediation call with each attorney.”  

 

“Maintain control of the mediation and don’t waste time.”  

 

“Get movement from the other side. Understand the issues and be an effective communicator.”  

 

“Being a straight shooter by giving actual input on the pros and cons of the case.”  

 

“Act like they are on my client’s side and not the insurance company (while still explaining the 
pitfalls of their case of course). I understand and appreciate that mediators are "neutrals" but 
when my clients feel like they are on their side I find it more effective at getting the case 
resolved.”  

 

“Make good counter arguments to both sides. Getting plaintiff to trust them.”  

 

“They listen. Once they’ve heard the information, they provide their experience and apply it to 
the case before us. As attorneys, we pay big money for experience and rely heavily on our 
mediator’s know how to help guide out adjusters.”  

 

“Get the trust of parties.”  

 

“Keep everyone calm and engaged.”  

 

“Keep the lines of communication open.”  

 

“Cut to the chase.”  
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“Properly setting expectations, testing the waters in both rooms to learn the possible settlement 
range and driving the mediation toward that range.”  

 

“Making both sides make meaningful compromises.”  

 

“Push parties/adjusters as opposed to just carrying numbers. If a mediator has credibility, they 
can lean on both sides to drive them closer to settlement. I also genuinely appreciate when 
mediators let one party know that the other isn't serious about mediation and offers to end it 
early.”  

 

“I like a mediator who listens to me and my client and works to achieve our objectives”.  

 

 
What do mediators do that you find least effective or most offensive? 
 
SUMMARY (In order of frequency): 
 

(1) “Just carrying numbers back and forth” 
(2) Too much socializing, schmoozing, war-stories and chit-chat. 
(3) Browbeating clients. 
(4) Overstating opposing counsel skills or value of opposing 

side’s case. 
 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSES: 

“Brow-beating and condescension are never useful. If the decision maker does not feel that you 
respect their position/concerns/goals as legitimate, they are not going to be receptive to whatever 
message you're trying to deliver from the other side or from your perspective as a neutral.”  

 

“Paid message passer. "That's what they told me to tell you." “ 
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“Stop telling my client how good Plaintiff's counsel is. If he regularly gets $10 million verdicts, 
I've already told my client that, and I don't need a mediator undermining my client's faith in me.”  

 

“War stories.”  

 

“Talk too much.”  

 

“Just talking numbers - without getting into the substance; Suggesting that money should be paid 
by Defendants because of cost of defense.”  

 

“When mediators don't actually mediate, the mediator just goes back and forth without helping 
negotiate.”  

 

“Long monologues at the beginning of the mediation”.  

 

“Just carry offers back and forth.”  

 

“Expressing opinions too soon and without being asked.”  

 

“Pressure the client.” 

 

“If they try to relate to client but it comes across as fake. I pick you for a reason. Be yourself. If 
you are not it is obvious.” 

 

“NEVER, NEVER put a desire to reach a settlement over the true value of the case. If the 
mediator should reasonably know that the adjuster is undervaluing the case, NEVER try to get 
the case settled. Tell all involved and end the session. Never stretch a mediation. Don’t take your 
customers for granted. Be honest. Be neutral.”  

 

“Number passing.”  
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“Not get familiar with the case and rely too much on schmoozing.”  

 

“Too much socializing.”  

 

“Tell war stories. Talk about themselves. Carry numbers back and forth without adding any 
value.”  

 

“Being too aggressive with the plaintiff, but also just passing numbers. There has to be a happy 
medium.”  

 

“Talk too much. I know you charge by the hour but when its noon and we haven’t gotten a 1st 
offer yet because you listened to yourself beat a dead horse for 3 hours, it gets annoying to both 
myself and my clients.”  

 

“Telling the opposing side the case is worth what that side thinks it is. Just running numbers back 
and forth.”  

 

“It is ineffective generally to trade money back and forth without some thoughtful discussion and 
negotiation. I feel that is a waste.”  

 

“Speaking directly with attorneys at caucus without including clients.”  

 

“Overstate "pros" of a defense case.”  

 

“Carry numbers back and forth.”  

 

“Chit chat”  

 

“Simply carrying numbers back and forth.”  

 

“Carrying insurance company water and parroting dishonest evaluations.”  
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“Become number carriers.”  

 

“I don’t like mediators who bully me or my client.”  

 

 

What other comment about the mediation process, not covered in this 
survey, would you like to add? 
 

“As a defense attorney, I like to set the tone with a personal injury plaintiff right out of the gate 
that (1) my client and I acknowledge their pain/injury and are sorry for what they are going 
through, and acknowledge that this is a personal issue for them and their family, but (2) the only 
tool we have available to help resolve the dispute is money. No amount of money will turn back 
time or remove the pain they've already suffered, but money is all we have. So even though you 
are going to hear everyone talking about money, trying to put a price tag on your suffering, that 
does not mean we don't recognize the personal nature of these issues to you and your family.” 

 

“Call out defense bs when you hear it. Overcome perception by plaintiffs that you don't want to 
piss off insurers bc they bring most biz to you”.  

 

“Seems to be not as much willingness by the defense to adjust to moving parts which leads to a 
breakdown in the process.”  

 

“Good food is key! And, getting to the point quickly is important - no need to drag out a 
mediation all day.” 

 

“On the defense side, there is an interest in moving it along and getting it done...or realizing that 
it won't get done. One of the worst things to hear at the beginning of a mediation is that "we can 
take all day". Prolonging the process will not get an insurer to come up with more money.”  

 

“Like follow up by mediator after fact if case doesn’t settle. Like to hear rational/explanation if 
there is a big impasse as to why and not just be told it’s not going to happen.”  
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16 
 

“You can teach a mediator the facts and law of your case, but you can't teach the neutral, no 
matter how expert in the areas involved in your case, how to mediate. Get the best mediator, not 
the most expert lawyer to mediate your case.”  

 

“You are awesome.”  

 

“The nature of mediation has changed. Ps come to negotiate, Ds come to pretend to negotiate to 
pay a preconceived amount reserved on the case. It is a complete fraud on the P. I believe that 
mediators need to be more honest to address these issues with the participants. This has become 
a game, and it should not be. Mediation certainly has its place, but is a POOR POOR substitute 
for a jury trial.” 

 

“Sometimes things need to be sped up.”  

 

“Court ordered mediation is often counter productive.”  

 

“Overall, I love mediation. Outside of my criticism herein.”  

 

“I like to use one particular place in town. Many attorneys feel the same way regarding having a 
favorite person or Service. I think that is due in large part to the connection the mediator builds 
with the parties and attorneys. I know what to expect and that if I have a shot at settlement, it will 
be with those whom I trust. So, I find it very important to build the relationships with those at 
mediation, including the adjuster. Those relationships often help down the line with settlements 
too.”  

 

“It works!”  

 

“Move the process and cut to the chase if at all possible. Thanks Joe!” 

 

“A mediator does need to take charge and control over the mediation process in order for each 
room to feel that they are on a road leading somewhere. Allowing a room to make silly or 
nonsense moves does not assist either side in the settlement process.”  
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17 
 

“Mediation companies need to stop nickel-and-diming participants. Instead of an exorbitant (or 
any) "administrative fee" just increase the hourly rate nominally.”  

 

“Mediation is awesome.”  
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1. Introduction 

A basic question is how does a plaintiff sustain a brain injury? While there are easy 

answers surrounding car crashes and slip and falls where the plaintiff is rushed to the hospital 

with an open head injury and an immediate diagnosis (violent blow to the head), many brain 

injury cases are not documented or seen immediately. Some of those cases range from chemical 

exposure to assault to birth negligence cases. It is not rare that the brain injury for a child does 

not show until 6,9, maybe 12 months following the birth or other closed head injury type cases.  

Once the plaintiff attorney spots the brain injury, the question becomes; how do we 

obtain compensation for the plaintiff and prove their damages? 

Let’s start with the “mild” brain injury cases? While I detest the use of “mild” many 

medical professionals use it. From the plaintiff’s stand point always call them “traumatic” brain 

injuries. The most common is a concussion. 

 
2. CONCUSSION 
 
A concussion1 is a traumatic brain injury (TBI) that may result in a bad headache, altered 

levels of alertness, or unconsciousness. It temporarily interferes with the way your brain works, 

and it can affect memory, judgment, reflexes, speech, balance, coordination, and sleep patterns.  

Healing or recovering from a concussion takes time. It may take days, weeks, or even months. 

Patients may be irritable, have trouble concentrating, be unable to remember things, have 

headaches, dizziness, and blurry vision.  

While not a minor injury a concussion can be “mild” or “minor”. Therefore, one must be 

careful in the type of treatment sought. If a plaintiff seeks a neuropsychologist, the end result 

testing might be normal. On the other hand, a neurologist who can follow the plaintiff over 

months may better document damages. 
                                                             
1 A great read for the effects of a concussion on a doctor is “A Neuroscientist’s Diary of a Concussion,” by Daniel J. 
Levitin, The New Yorker, 11/24/2017. 
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Obviously there must be a diagnosis somewhere that the plaintiff has undergone a 

concussion (or any brain injury for that matter). A complete copy of the medical records must be 

sought. Make certain that any forms completed by the plaintiff or the family member that 

assisted them such as the history are obtained. Read the records and history forms for notations 

of “constant headaches,” “blurred vision,” “sleep disorder,” and anything that subjectively 

confirms the objective findings of a concussion or brain injury. Obtain a certification2 for the 

medical records so that they can be admitted into evidence. O.C.G.A 24-8-803(6)3 allows 

introduction into evidence as an exception to hearsay.   

The Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta has ample information about concussions and 

statistics involving the same. See https://www.cdc.gov/traumaticbraininjury/data/index.html 

3. CTE?  
 
What is it?  
 
Chronic traumatic encephalopathy is a progressive degenerative disease found in people 

who have had a severe blow or repeated blows to the head. The disease was previously called 

dementia pugilistica, i.e. "punch-drunk," as it was initially found in those with a history of 

boxing. CTE has been most commonly found in professional athletes participating in American 

football, rugby, ice hockey, boxing, professional wrestling, stunt performing, bull riding, rodeo, 
                                                             
2 OCGA 24-9-902 (12) In a civil proceeding, the original or a duplicate of a foreign record of regularly conducted 
activity that would be admissible under paragraph (6) of Code Section 24-8-803 if accompanied by a written 
declaration by its custodian or other qualified person certifying that the record: (A) Was made at or near the time of 
the occurrence of the matters set forth by, or from information transmitted by, a person with knowledge of those 
matters; (B) Was kept in the course of the regularly conducted activity; and (C) Was made by the regularly 
conducted activity as a regular practice. 
3 (6)  Records of regularly conducted activity. Unless the source of information or the method or circumstances of 
preparation indicate lack of trustworthiness and subject to the provisions of Chapter 7 of this title, a memorandum, 
report, record, or data compilation, in any form, of acts, events, conditions, opinions, or diagnoses, if (A) made at or 
near the time of the described acts, events, conditions, opinions, or diagnoses; (B) made by, or from information 
transmitted by, a person with personal knowledge and a business duty to report; (C) kept in the course of a regularly 
conducted business activity; and (D) it was the regular practice of that business activity to make the memorandum, 
report, record, or data compilation, all as shown by the testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness or by 
certification that complies with paragraph (11) or (12) of Code Section 24-9-902 or by any other statute permitting 
certification. The term "business" as used in this paragraph includes any business, institution, association, 
profession, occupation, and calling of every kind, whether or not conducted for profit. Public records and reports 
shall be admissible under paragraph (8) of this Code section and shall not be admissible under this paragraph; 
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Association football and other contact sports who have experienced repeated concussions or 

other brain trauma. Its presence in domestic violence is also being investigated. It can affect high 

school athletes, especially American football players, following few years of activity.4 Wise 

plaintiffs have argued that any traumatically induced concussion opens the door to successive 

future concussions while become easier to sustain. In effect, a concussion opens the door for 

discussion of permanent injury.   

More information about different types of brain injuries can be found at the brain injury 

association of America. http://www.biausa.org/  

The bottom line is no matter the type of injury, get to know the medical. Research it! 
 
Centers for Disease Control https://www.cdc.gov/traumaticbraininjury/index.html 
 
ALZ.Org http://www.alz.org/dementia/traumatic-brain-injury-head-trauma-

symptoms.asp 
 
Mayo Clinic  http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/traumatic-brain-

injury/basics/definition/CON-20029302 
 
 

PROVING DAMAGES 
4. What to prove? 

a. Baseline v. post trauma changes 

How does the plaintiff prove baseline (a minimum or starting point used for comparison) 

v. the post trauma damage? This is very difficult to do the older one gets. Younger school age 

children are tested at school on a regular basis. Adults are not. Infants and toddlers have a range 

of markers they are evaluated against. Housewives and the retired are not. 

b. Family Physician records 

Initially, it is best to obtain all of the pre-trauma medical records. Family physician 

records are crucial in this regard. Family physicians often-times have treated a plaintiff for 
                                                             
4 Wikipedia. 
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numerous years and will document everything from occasional headaches to dizziness. The lack 

of any or consistent history of the same pre-trauma medical issues as the plaintiff suffers post 

trauma is incredibly helpful in proving the present day damages. Conversely, one can weed out 

or settle those cases where the pre-trauma medical history is the same as the post-trauma medical 

problems. 

More times than not, there will be some similarities in the pre-trauma medical history as 

the post-trauma history. Who hasn’t had a headache? The family physician records will be 

integral in showing the difference in complaining of occasional headaches vs. the post trauma 

daily blinding headaches requiring medication. 

Under this category I would include physicals whether they be for work or annual check- 

ups or military induction. 

c. Pediatric records. 

Pediatric records will fall into the same category as above. However, there are markers 

associated with child development that the physician is always gauging the child against. The 

physician is looking for gross and fine motor skills, language development, cognitive and social 

skills. Learn them especially if you have never had a child. 

University of Michigan is a great website (and one I have seen a judge use in a social 

security hearing). http://www.med.umich.edu/yourchild/topics/devmile.htm 

d. Medical testing 

1. Neuropsychologist, what is one and when is he needed? Neuropsychology studies the structure 

and function of the brain as they relate to specific psychological processes and behaviors. Their 

testing is specifically designed tasks used to measure a psychological function known to be 
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linked to a particular brain structure or pathway. Tests are used for research into brain function 

and in a clinical setting for the diagnosis of deficits. Note that this can be terribly expensive 

testing especially if one is seen by clinics with numerous different physicians that test the 

plaintiff in addition to the neuropsych. 

2. FCE: A functional capacity evaluation is set of tests, practices and observations that are 

combined to determine the ability of the evaluated to function in a variety of circumstances, most 

often employment, in an objective manner. With a good evaluator, many aspects of brain injury 

such as balance issues are confirmed. Take for example the social security administration 

provides a residual functional capacity form to many of the doctor that evaluates claimants. This 

form includes manipulative, visual and communicative limitations; all of which could be effected 

by a brain injury.  

3. Vocational evaluation/assessment: This type of testing examines a wide range of cognitive and 

work skills and is intended to help determine a plaintiff’s potential for employment. Testing 

usually includes orientation, attention, visual perception, language and communication, memory, 

executive functioning, psycho-social, academics, technology, activities of daily living, upper 

extremity and fine motor function, balance, endurance, and mobility, vocational interests and 

work sample studies.  

4. IQ Testing: An intelligence quotient (IQ) is a total score derived from one of several standardized tests 

designed to assess human intelligence.  

e. School Records. Always obtain an educational history of the plaintiff. While it may be difficult 

and time consuming or impossible to obtain school documents from an elderly plaintiff, it might 

prove worthwhile if he/she obtained a master’s degree in accounting and post trauma cannot add 

or subtract. Most of the better documentation will come from younger or school age plaintiffs. 

Almost every public school requires consistent testing of children from kindergarten through 
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high school. Most of these tests are standardize. Standardization provides the most basic of base 

lines to measure the post trauma plaintiff’s testing.    

Additionally, an Individual Educational Plan (IEP) under section 504 of the rehabilitation 

Act will provide ample fruit, see “When the case is over: Public Schools as an Additional 

Resource for Children Disabled in Accidents”, WWW.educationlawgeorgia.com/blog, Tim 

Schwartz. 

f. Work Records. Always obtain a work history from the plaintiff. The history must be exhaustive. 

If needed obtain an authorization and obtain their tax return and/or tax withholding records from 

the IRS. Use that information to send for a complete copy of the plaintiff’s employment files. Fly 

speck the files for everything from evaluations to testing that was performed pre and post-

employment. You might begin to see a picture which differs from the post-trauma personality 

and intelligence changes of the plaintiff. Work records are admissible via OCGA 24-8-803 (6) 

business records exception to hearsay so long as the records are certified via OCGA 24-9-902 

(12).   

5. How to prove your damages? 

Now that you know what to look for the question becomes how do I prove it to a jury? 

a. MEDICAL REPORT IN NARRATIVE FORM 

What is a medical narrative? 

O.C.G.A 24-8-826 reads (a)Upon the trial of any civil proceeding involving injury or 
disease, any medical report in narrative form which has been signed and dated by an 
examining or treating licensed physician, dentist, orthodontist, podiatrist, physical or 
occupational therapist, doctor of chiropractic, psychologist, advanced practice registered 
nurse, social worker, professional counselor, or marriage and family therapist shall be 
admissible and received in evidence insofar as it purports to represent the history, 
examination, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, or interpretation of tests or examinations, 
including the basis therefor, by the person signing the report, the same as if that person 
were present at trial and testifying as a witness; provided, however, that such report and 
notice of intention to introduce such report shall first be provided to the adverse party at 
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least 60 days prior to trial. A statement of the qualifications of the person signing such 
report may be included as part of the basis for providing the information contained 
therein, and the opinion of the person signing the report with regard to the etiology of the 
injury or disease may be included as part of the diagnosis. Any adverse party may object 
to the admissibility of any portion of the report, other than on the ground that it is 
hearsay, within 15 days of being provided with the report. Further, any adverse party 
shall have the right to cross-examine the person signing the report and provide rebuttal 
testimony. The party tendering the report may also introduce testimony of the person 
signing the report for the purpose of supplementing the report or otherwise. 

The purpose of the statute is to dispense with the necessity of producing the author of the 

medical report as a sworn witness at trial, by authorizing the admission of the report itself.”  Bell 

v. Austin, 278 Ga. 844, 845 (2005).  The Court of Appeals held in Lott v. Ridley that notes by a doctor 

at each medical visit which did not “attempt to explain the terms or put them into context” was not 

admissible.  Lott v. Ridley, 285 Ga. App. 513 (2007).  The Court in Lott made note that, “[a]t one point of 

the reading of the notes, counsel stated that the notes gave a ‘long string of numbers here that [I am] just 

going to skip and get down to the summary.”  Lott v. Ridley, 285 Ga. App. 513 (2007).  The proffer in the 

Lott matter was one of seemingly, simply, a medical record or note, as if taken from the midst of a group 

of medical records directly from a treating doctor’s office, which was disallowed 

It is apparent from case law on this topic, albeit Lott v. Ridley or other cases, that the 

disallowance per this statute appears to deal with “unedited office records” or “consultation 

report…[that] relies heavily on unexplained medical terms and abbreviations, includes lab results 

with minimal interpretation, and fails to set forth an assessment of the patient in story form.”  

Prine v. Blanton, 290 Ga. 307, 720 S.E.2d 600 (2012). 
 

When should you obtain a narrative? While cost is always an issue, its best to use a narrative 

for doctors that are supporting the opinion of your primary treating physician. Keep in mind that 

you might have to write the narrative so as to comply with the case law. 

b. DEPOSITIONS 
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OCGA 9-11-30 discusses depositions: 

(a) When depositions may be taken. After commencement of the action, any party may 
take the testimony of any person, including a party, by deposition upon oral examination. 
Leave of court, granted with or without notice, must be obtained only if the plaintiff 
seeks to take a deposition prior to the expiration of 30 days after service of the summons 
and complaint upon any defendant or service made under subsection (f) of Code Section 
9-11-4, except that leave is not required if a defendant has served a notice of taking 
deposition or otherwise sought discovery or if special notice is given as provided in 
paragraph (2) of subsection (b) of this Code section. The attendance of witnesses may be 
compelled by subpoena as provided in Code Section 9-11-45. The deposition of a person 
confined in a penal institution may be taken only by leave of court on such terms as the 
court prescribes. 

Doctor depositions are usually taken for “preservation of evidence to be used at trial”. It 

is wise to videotape it. It is wiser to meet with the physician beforehand to discuss any issues that 

might arise during deposition. There has been more than one occasion where the doctor told me 

something that I didn’t believe would be helpful or I didn’t like their demeanor and decided 

against going the deposition route. 

Note that the code does not distinguish between a “discovery” or “evidentiary” 

deposition. Therefore, under OCGA 9-11-32 any deposition taken by any party can be used at 

trial (subject to rules on unavailability). 

c. LAY WITNESSES 

Family members, friends, co-workers, pastor, church members, club members, (5 minute 

witnesses) are considered lay witnesses. These lay witnesses are simply testifying as to personal 

observations involving the physical or mental limitations. These witnesses should always be used 

at trial. Examples are co-workers that noticed the plaintiff missed numerous days of work or 

didn’t stay late following the trauma or golfing buddies that never missed a weekend with the 

plaintiff until the trauma or hunting buddies that testify that the plaintiff cannot climb into a deer 

stand following the trauma. The examples are endless. They should testify to no longer than a 
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five to ten minute story. Just don’t pick three witnesses to testify about the same limitation and 

example. This will not only be boring to the jury but is cumulative evidence. 

Under this category I would include day in the life videos. This demonstrative aid 

captures the typical day in the life of the plaintiff. A good video will include the five minute 

witnesses discussed above.   

6. A different way of looking at losses 
a. Life Care plans 

A life care plan is simply a plan which includes all of the medical needs of the plaintiff 

over his/her life. The careful life care planner will read all of the medical records, consult with 

the treating physician (more of this later) and interview the plaintiff and perhaps his/her family. 

After compiling the necessary data the life care expert will write a comprehensive report 

detailing the medical needs in terms of financial outlay. These reports can outline expenses in the 

millions. 

It is always best to employ a seasoned life care expert. There are considerable areas in 

which the expert becomes open to cross examination. Seasoned experts know how to handle 

these issues. 

The life care plan must be incorporated into the treating physician’s overall plan for the 

plaintiff. This is why it is good to employ a life care planner that has consulted with the 

physician from the beginning of the task. 

Remember the life care plan is the “minimum” future care to seek some semblance of a 

“qualify of life” for the plaintiff. Never talk in terms of the “maximum” and always remind the 

defense that minimum means it can only go up.   

b. DIMINISHED CAPACITY TO EARN OR LABOR 
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While we generally focus on past medical expenses and wage loss damages, much of 

the time we miss future damages. One of the most interesting and useful is diminished 

capacity to earn or labor. Georgia courts have long recognized the difference between 

diminished capacity to earn income and diminished capacity to work. Loss of earning capacity 

is an item of special damages and embraces a recovery for loss of future earnings. Myrick v. 

Stephanos, 220 Ga. App. 520, 521 (1996). In contrast, diminished capacity to work is part of 

pain and suffering, which falls under general5 damages. As a general damage the rule is the 

“enlightened conscience of fair and impartial jurors”. Wright v. Lail, 219 Ga. 607 (1964). The 

loss of capacity to labor is part of pain and suffering compensable by general damages; while 

future lost wages are part of special, economic damages. As the Georgia Supreme Court has 

explained: 

[I]t has been held in this state that permanent diminution of capacity to labor is an 
element of damages for the consideration of the jury, in determining the amount of such 
recovery, along with evidence as to pain, suffering, disfigurement, or the like, although 
no pecuniary value is proved by the evidence. It has been said that the loss of capacity 
to work is in the nature of pain, though no pecuniary loss be shown. [citations omitted] 
Loss of capacity to work is an item of general damages, the amount of which is within 
the discretion of the jury; for ‘[t]here is no standard but the enlightened conscience of 
impartial jurors. [citation omitted] Furthermore, impairment of ability to labor in the 
future need not be reduced to present cash value. 

 
 
Wright, 219 Ga. at 609. These are distinct items of damages. 

 
 

Importantly, a plaintiff who solely claims general damages for the loss of capacity to 

labor need not present any evidence of the economic value of his work, because there is no 

claim for such damages. Wright at 609; Cagle Poultry & Egg Co. v. Busick, 110 Ga. App. 551, 

553-54 (1964). By allowing pain and suffering damages even where no lost income exists, 

Georgia law rejects Defendant’s contention that a person who makes less money must also take 

                                                             
5 The general loss of the ability to labor is the same as the loss of the ability to hunt or to enjoy 
other aspects of life, and that’s just an aspect of the enjoyment of life. 
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less satisfaction in working. In what appears to be the first reported Georgia case addressing 

damages for loss of capacity to labor, Justice Bleckley wrote: 

 
It may be thought that the loss of ability to labor is not pain, but this is a mistake. There 
is no greater blessing of life than ability to labor, even though the proceeds may belong 
to another. It is better for happiness, as well as for virtue, to work for nothing than to be 
idle. A physical injury that destroys the power of a human being to labor is one of the 
most serious injuries that it is possible to inflict. . . . Such privation may well be classed 
with pain and suffering, especially where it involves the breaking up of established 
habits. To man or woman accustomed to work, enforced idleness is torture.  

 
Powell v. Augusta & S. R. Co., 77 Ga. 192, 200 (1887); see also Atlanta S. R. Co. v. Jacobs, 88 

Ga. 647, 652-653 (1891) (“It seems to us that the loss or material impairment of any power or 

faculty is matter for compensation irrespective of any fruits, pecuniary or otherwise, which the 

exercise of the power or faculty might produce . . . .”) (emphasis added).  

 Which type of plaintiff best fits this category? Housewives? Former workers in the labor 

force that left to pursue school? Students with no work history? These are the types of questions that 

must be answered when assessing which damages to seek and how to prove them at trial. 

Conclusion 

Brain injuries are very difficult to prove because many times the garden variety 

diagnostic testing is negative. If you are prepared to dig deeper into the plaintiff’s back ground 

and refer him/her to specialists, you will be well on your way to proving their damages! 
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET

Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually, 
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the 
area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the 
Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in 
1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours 
of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are 
included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of 
“approved” CLE instruction.

Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next 
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. Excess 
trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.

A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the 
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics,  professionalism and trial 
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND 
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!

ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Offi  cial 
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees 
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar 
record.

Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at 
the registration desk. ICLE  does not guarantee credit in any  state other than Georgia.

If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call: 
678-529-6688
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Follow ICLE on social media: 

 http://www.facebook.com/iclega

bit.ly/ICLELinkedIn

#iclega

INSTITUTE OF CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION


